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The World’s 
Lightest Portable 
Scanner...

twitter.com/
Northamberplc

linkedin.com/company/
northamber

Northamber Delivers

The new ScanSnap iX100 
is the fastest mobile scanner in its class
• Dual scan - scan 2 small documents simultaneously
• Scan documents at a snappy speed of 5.2 seconds/page

for colour A4 at a resolution of up to 300dpi
• Battery operated (rechargeable via USB) for added � exibility
• Continuous Document Feeding (CDF Function)
• You can scan directly to Evernote, Google Docs, Salesforce, SugarSync & Dropbox
• Smoothly scan & convert paper documents into Word, Excel® & PowerPoint® � les
• Scan wirelessly via a Wi-Fi connection or directly to a smart device 

using the ScanSnap Connect App
• Includes ABBYY FineReader for ScanSnap 5.0

and CardMinder™ V5.2 software

Simple, Speedy & Compact.
From Paper to PDF in 

One Touch!

The iX100 is 
only 400g in 

weight even with 
built-in battery and 

Wi-Fi connectivity!

ORDER: FUSCIX100 Call the scanning experts today on 020 8287 3000

NEW in-stock &
available now

*

Wed 24.9.14 at Epsom Downs Racecourse
Call to register for our technology exhibition 
or visit northamber.com/techexpo

The Northamber

 †Based on the investigation by PFU LIMITED on A4 document feed type scanner with built-in battery & Wi-Fi connectivity. (as of April 1st, 2014)

PrintITResellerAd-FujitsuPFU_170899.indd   2 10/09/2014   09:26:33
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Versatility 
with simplicity

twitter.com/
Northamberplc

linkedin.com/company/
northamber

Northamber Delivers

Enjoy an e� ortless and speedy scanning solution 
with the versatile imageFORMULA DR-F120 scanner, 
featuring an integrated automatic document feeder 
and � atbed unit.

Introducing the new Canon imageFORMULA DR-F120 
Desktop & Flatbed Scanner 

• 10ppm colour and 20ppm black & white scanning speed
• 50 sheet ADF   •  Up to 600dpi scanning resolution
• Full Auto Mode that automatically applies the best settings 

for each scanned image
• Built-in tools eliminate blank pages and automatically 

detect paper size and text orientation
• The CaptureOnTouch software includes plug-ins for connecting to 

cloud and ECM services such as Evernote, Google Drive™, Microsoft 
SharePoint®, SugarSync, OneDrive (Windows only) and Dropbox.

• Easy to own and maintain Call the scanning experts 
on 020 8287 3000

Coming soon

ORDER: CASCF120

Wed 24.9.14 at Epsom Downs Racecourse
Call to register for our technology exhibition 
or visit northamber.com/techexpo

The Northamber

PrintITResellerAd-CanonDRF120_170897.indd   1 10/09/2014   09:30:17
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As the days shorten and the nights draw in, things 
are picking up for the print industry, just as they 
are for PrintIT Reseller. Thanks to the support of 
our advertisers and readers, we are continuing to 
invest in and improve our print edition. You will 
have seen our new masthead on the front cover, 
the first of several cosmetic changes we plan to 
make to the magazine over the coming months. 

More excitingly, this month sees the launch of our 
new website at printitreseller.uk. Having an online 
capability will enable us to deliver news to you as it 
breaks, something that just isn’t possible with a printed 
publication. It will also allow us to interact more with 
our readers, so please take advantage of the comment 
button to give us your opinions on news stories and 
feature articles. 

In the meantime, we continue to rely on face-to-face 
contact for feedback. We are going to be at Transform 
Europe in Prague on October 20-22. If you are too, 
please come over, say hello and tell us what you would 
like to see in the magazine and online.  

James Goulding, Editor
07803 087228   james@printitreseller.uk

PRINT.IT Reseller is published by Kingswood Media Ltd., Amherst House, 22 London Road, 
Sevenoaks TN13 2BT  • Tel: 01732 759725   Email: neil@printitreseller.uk   www.printitreseller.uk

No part of PRINT.IT Reseller can be reproduced without prior written permission of the publisher.  
© 2014 Kingswood Media Ltd. · Design: Sandtiger Media www.sandtiger.co.uk
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It’s not big.
But it is clever.

OKI C822DN
A3 Colour Laser
from Northamber

plus we’ll give
 you £10 OFF your 

next OKI C800 serie
s order*

(That’s an
other Nor

thamber exclus
ive!)

*Terms & conditions apply.

ORDER: OKC822DN
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Register online
To receive your regular FREE printed copy of PrintIT 
Reseller Magazine simply fill in our online registration form 
at  www.printitreseller.uk/register

Read PrintIT Reseller online, 
on tablets and smart phones 
www.printitreseller.uk

Join us : Follow us
@PrintITReseller

Issue 14    ISSN 2055-3110 (Print)    ISSN 2055-3129 (Online)

Olivetti’s new mono A4 MFPs 
punch above their weight 
when it comes to data security

To contact your local supplier call us on 01908 547896 
or go to our website: www.olivettiuk.com 
or email: a.stafford@olivetti.com

Win a Philips PicoPix PPX 3410 – page 46
Editor: James Goulding  
07803 087228  ·  james@printitreseller.uk 
Advertising Director: Ethan White  
01732 759725  ·  ethan@printitreseller.uk 
Publishing Director: Neil Trim 
01732 759725  ·  neil@printitreseller.uk

Group Sales Manager: Martin Jenner-Hall  
07824 552116  ·  martin@printitreseller.uk
Social Media and Web Editor: John Peters  
07711 204011  ·  john@printitreseller.uk
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Reflex reveals new 
focus on ‘total 
document control’
Reading-based Reflex Digital Solutions marked its 
25th anniversary with a customer event at Pincents 
Manor Hotel in Reading on September 23. 

The Ricoh reseller used the event to reveal its new 
approach to Total Document Control, the new company 
strapline, and invited clients to see first-hand how its tailored 
print solutions can save time and money. 

It also showcased products and services from Casio and 
Steljes, which distributes the SMART range of education 
solutions. 

All guests had access to a selection of special offers  
and were entered into a prize draw for a Pentax camera and 
iPad Air. 

For every guest who attended, Reflex donated £5 to BIBS 
(Babies in Buscot Support), a registered charity that supports 
babies and their families in the special care baby unit (Buscot 
Ward) at the Royal Berkshire Hospital in Reading.

Managing Director Derrick Murphy said: “Reflex is a very 
different company from the one that I set up 25 years ago, 
but our core business ethos, to provide outstanding service 
and value, still remains. This event was the ideal platform for 
us to celebrate this milestone birthday with our clients, many 
of whom have been with us for a number of years and to 
showcase the expert help and support that’s available to them 
now and in the future.”   www.reflextdc.com

Endless makes offer for office2office 

Tech Data UK is urging resellers 
to take a special Sage e-learning 
course on new rules governing the 
automatic enrolment of staff in 
pension schemes and to encourage 
their customers to do the same.

Nick Stancliffe, ESD Business Manager 
at Tech Data, argues that alerting clients 
to the course on auto enrolment is a good 
way for resellers to add extra value to a 
customer relationship.

He said: “Workplace pension law 
is changing, which means employers 

will now have new legal duties to help 
employees save for retirement. This will 
mean big changes in the way that small 
businesses manage their employees’ 
pension schemes. The legislation carries 
a significant amount of administrative 
obligations, so businesses need to 
understand what auto enrolment means 
to them and resellers can add value by 
alerting them to the Sage course.”

The online course can be taken anytime, 
anywhere and costs £40.00 plus VAT. 
www.techdata.com

Image 
Coloraction 
swatch 
Antalis UK has produced a 
trinket swatch for Image Coloraction, 
its own brand range of office and 
business tinted papers. 

Image Coloraction is FSC-certified and 
offers 29 tints of assorted colours in weights 
from 80gsm to 230gsm and in sizes A4, A3, 
SRA2 and SRA1. It comes with a guarantee for 
use with inkjet printers up to 120gsm and desktop lasers up to and including 160gsm.

The merchant says that the swatch showcases the full range of both colours and 
grammages and is ideal for resellers to share with their clients. 
www.antalis.co.uk

Synaxon pilots new service 
Synaxon, along with a number of its members, is piloting Moorepay’s payroll, 
human resources and compliance services, with a view to a full service launch 
later this year.

Moorepay processes over 7,500 payrolls and produces over one million payslips per 
month for organisations throughout the British Isles and is looking to extend its presence 
in the IT and office products sectors.

It is working with Synaxon to demonstrate the effectiveness of its service for resellers.
www.synaxon.co.uk  ·  www.moorepay.co.uk

EVO Business Supplies, a company 
wholly-owned by funds managed by 
Endless LLP, has made an offer to 
acquire office supplies and services 
specialist office2office plc (o2o). 

After acquisition, Endless intends to 
merge o2o with the Vasanta Group, which 
it already owns, creating a £660 million 
multichannel distributor of business 
supplies and services. 

The merged group will generate 
around 60% of its turnover through 
reseller customers, 30% from direct sales 
to large corporate and public sector clients 
and 10% through the Banner Managed 
Communications business.

Robert Baldrey, Group CEO of Vasanta, 
said: “We created the multichannel 
structure of the group to enable us to 
serve the entire market. It was designed 
with industry consolidation and the fast 
evolving and challenging nature of the 
market in mind. 

“With Vasanta’s well invested 
infrastructure, one of the broadest product 
ranges available, the combined talent 
of the Vasanta and o2o teams and the 
Truline final mile delivery service, we are 
confident that the combined group will be 
a powerful force in the industry.” 
www.voweurope.com

Learn about auto enrolment with Sage
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Corona Copy 
Solutions completes 
acquisition
Corona Copy Solutions Ltd, a supplier 
of printers, photocopiers and 
document management solutions 
based in Victoria, London, has 
acquired Corporate Information & 
Communication Technology Ltd, a 
provider of telecoms and network 
services to businesses, also based in 
London.

Corona Managing Director James 
Stephens said: “There are lots of synergies 
between the two businesses. Most 
importantly, we both operate with a high 
customer focus striving to provide the best 
possible service to corporate customers.  
We are very excited about this acquisition 
as it establishes us in the telecoms sector 
to add to our established document 
management specialism.” 

The combined group aims to become 
one of the leading suppliers of digital 
solutions to businesses in and around 
London. Turnover is forecast to top £10m 
next year. 
www.coronacs.com

Spicers offers reassurance 
to dealers over Office Team 
acquisition
Office supplies wholesaler Spicers has written a letter to 
reassure dealer customers after its owner, Better Capital, 
acquired Office Team. 

Spicers acknowledges that some customers might see the relationship 
between Spicers and Office Team as a threat, but says that they have 
nothing to fear as the two companies will continue to operate separately 
and independently.

In a statement, the wholesaler stated: “Spicers places paramount 
value on the integrity of its commercial relationships. Any commercially 
sensitive information including data provided by any customer is used 
only for the purposes of that customer relationship and not for anything 
else. It follows therefore that there is no question of Spicers disclosing 
sensitive information in respect of any Dealer, including in relation to 
that Dealer’s own customer relationships, to any third party or related 
company, including to any other company within the Better Capital 
portfolio.”

Spicers argues that the addition of Office Team to the group could 
actually have benefits to its dealer partners, as it will enable it to leverage 
the buying power of both organisations and learn from Office Team’s 
experience in the development of new initiatives that bring real added 
value to dealers.   www.spicers.co.uk

Betfred printer roll out 
Balreed has completed the roll out of 1,400 Oki printers to over 1,000 Betfred locations 
nationwide as part of a new managed print service. The company managed the entire 
implementation in two and a half months, ensuring every device was installed in time for the 
World Cup and the new football season.   www.balreed.com

Lyreco takes 
delivery of 57 
Mercedes vans 
Lyreco has taken on 57 new Mercedes 
513 5t integral vans as part of a fleet 
replacement programme. The vans were 
supplied by Burnt Tree on a full five-year 
contract hire deal, along with a 7.5t DAF 
rigid box van (with tail lift), a VW Caddy 
Maxi van and FleetForce online fleet 
management. Lyreco says 5t vehicles are 
far more flexible and more productive 
than 3.5 tonners for the distribution of 
key weight-related products.
www.burnt-tree.co.uk
www.lyreco.comHP Gold Partner 

status for 
Kingsfield 
Kingsfield Computer 
Products has achieved 
HP Gold Partner status 
thanks to assistance it 
received from HP distributor 
Westcoast, as a member 
of channel services group 
Synaxon.

“The attainment of HP Gold 
Partner status is a significant 
landmark for the business,” said 
Director Nitesh Ganatra. “As 
an HP Gold Partner we will be 
very well placed to continue the 
development and growth of our 
business. This has been made 
possible by the dedication and 
efforts of our talented sales and 
technical teams.” 
kingsfieldcomputers.co.uk
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PrintFleet announces 
strategic alliance 
PrintFleet Inc and Preton, a provider of toner optimisation 
and user metric solutions, have announced an agreement to 
supply a joint solution that will give managed print service 
providers a complete view of clients’ print activities. 

Combining both companies’ areas of expertise, the joint 
solution will enable dealers to manage a client’s print hardware 
devices and oversee their user environment, with end user and 
device information displayed in a single user interface. 

Future developments might include a common installer, 
enhanced reporting and in-depth toner optimisation, leading to 
greater profits and more proactive consumables management.

Preton CEO Ori Eizenberg said: “By combining the capabilities 
of Preton and PrintFleet we will be able to provide dealers with 
new cost management capabilities that bring value to customers, 
offer differentiated services and maintain margins in the 
increasingly competitive managed print market.”

PrintFleet CEO Chris McFarlane said: “This alliance is 
consistent with our commitment to continual improvement of our 
solutions and to enabling our customers and partners to choose 
other great businesses with whom to work.”
www.printfleet.com  ·  www.preton.com

Synaxon partners with Smithie
Channel services dealer group Synaxon has signed an agreement to offer a wide range of 
products from UK distributor Smithie UK through its EGIS platform. The agreement gives 
resellers and dealers access to LED lighting, lifestyle and white goods through the platform.

The start of the new academic year saw an important 
first for the communications and content industries with 
the opening of the Stationers’ Crown Woods Academy in 
Greenwich. Sponsored by the Stationers’ Company, the new 
Academy is the first in the UK to specialise in digital media, 
preparing generations of young people for the digital age.

The Stationers’ Company is investing time, money and 
resources to implement the new digital media curriculum and 
help drive the Academy to an ‘outstanding’ Ofsted rating.     
www.stationers.org

Counterfeiting costs 
The Imaging Supplies Coalition marked its 20th anniversary with an anti-
counterfeiting conference at the Planet Hollywood Resort and Casino in Las 
Vegas on September 14-16.

The non-profit coalition, which includes Brother International, Canon USA, Epson 
America, Lexmark International, Oki Data Corporation, Samsung America, Toshiba America 
and Xerox, estimates the annual cost of counterfeiting to be in the region of $3.5 to $5 
billion globally. 

The Imaging Supplies Coalition says printer supplies are targeted by counterfeit 
distributors because ‘fake’ toner is often indistinguishable from the real thing until it is used 
and is rarely scrutinised by the consumer.   www.isc-inc.org

Bar Hill-based reprographics and 
print solutions company Automated 
Systems Ltd (ASL) has lent its support 
to the government-backed National 
Apprenticeship Scheme.

Since April 2012, ASL has recruited 
new apprentices on average every six 
months, offering training in all areas of its 
business and enjoying enhanced business 
performance as a result. 

Sales Director Paul Derry said: 
“Apprenticeships enable our business to 
grow its skills base because the range of 
courses available is vast. Not only are we 
recruiting apprentices to help business 
growth, our current employees are 
embarking on higher level apprenticeships 
to develop their skills and gain further 
qualifications.” 
www.asl-group.co.uk

ASL commits to Apprenticeship Scheme

Successful ASL apprentices Charlie Fordham, Slavka Stofova, James Paterson, Jordan Avis 
and Samuel Hinchliffe

Stationers’ Company 
supports Academy
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KYOCERA secures 
certification 
KYOCERA Document Solutions UK has 
successfully passed onsite validation 
audits conducted by EU Customs and 
is now certified as an Authorised 
Economic Operator (AEO), a counter-
terrorism and global trade certification. 

The certification will ultimately mean faster 
movement of goods through borders, resulting 
in fewer delayed shipments and better 
communications with business partners.

Group Product Marketing Manager Steve 
Mitchell said: “Completing the stringent 
processes to achieve the EU AEO and US 
C-TPAT certification demonstrates our ongoing 
commitment to provide our customers with the 
industry's most innovative solutions and the 
highest service quality and security measures 
available.”

Both the AEO and C-TPAT programs are 
voluntary supply chain security initiatives 
led by EU and US Customs Organisations to 
improve supply chain security with respect to 
terrorism.  
kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk

Diary Date

London Calling  
October 15-16
East Wintergarden, Canary Wharf, 
London

Finishing specialist Duplo and key partners 
will be demonstrating how organisations 
can create added value and increase 
revenue through new print and finishing 
applications and innovations. 
www.duplolondoncalling.com

Balreed expands Midlands team
Dave Morrison and James Fernihough have joined Balreed’s 
growing sales team in the Midlands region. With 25 years’ 
experience of managed services between them, both are experts 
in helping IT and Procurement teams improve their document 
infrastructure and operations.    www.balreed.com

OKI extends print 
support services 
contract 
OKI has extended its print support services 
contract with Capita Managed IT Solutions 
for a further three years and broadened its 
scope to include additional services and 
coverage in the Republic of Ireland. Under 
the agreement, Capita will provide break/
fix printer warranty and managed print 
service calls, plus audits, installations, end-
user training and project roll-out.   
www.oki.co.uk

Northamber signs up 
UTAX (UK) 
UTAX (UK) has signed a distribution 
agreement with Northamber PLC, 
the longest established trade-only 
distributor of IT equipment in the UK.

The partnership gives Northamber’s IT 
Resellers and system integrators access 
to UTAX (UK)’s managed print services 
and software solutions portfolio, as well 
as its broad range of desktop printers, 
photocopiers and A3 MFPs.

Ricoh signs 
sponsorship deal 
Ricoh has signed a three-year 
sponsorship agreement with the 
National League One rugby side 
Richmond Rugby. As a Premier Partner, 
Ricoh’s branding will feature on the 
shirts of the club’s youth teams, from 
the under-13s to the under-18s.

Marketing Director Chas Moloney said: 
“Ricoh is committed to supporting the 
development of Britain’s future sporting 
talent, and we are excited to be extending 
our sponsorship to Youth Rugby at Richmond 
Rugby. We’re looking forward to watching the 
players grow their skills in an environment 
that focuses on nurturing excellence and 
developing tomorrow’s stars.” 
www.ricoh.co.uk

Supercharging business growth
Specialist lead generation service LaunchPad has 
helped secure more than £1.5 million of new business 
for VOW partners since its launch online in May.

Delivered by the Upstream Group and offered exclusively 
through VOW, LaunchPad provides ‘ready to engage’ end-user 
referrals to participating VOW partners. 

Adam Noble, Managing Director at The Irongate Group, said: 
“LaunchPad has introduced The Irongate Group to receptive 
decision-makers who match the criteria that we set, leading to 
new business wins totalling several hundred thousand pounds 
within four months of going live.”

He added: “The pipeline of live opportunities generated by 
the programme gives us huge optimism with regard to future 
new business wins. LaunchPad has supercharged our new 
business acquisition activity and is a must do, not a ‘luxury.”

LaunchPad takes the time-intensive business of data 
cleansing, lead nurturing and relationship building away from 
partners and presents them with a fully qualified prospect to 
follow up. Hundreds of fully qualified referrals are delivered 
every month via LaunchPad’s online portal.

Partners are able to provide instant online feedback on 
referral accuracy, progress status and ongoing development. 
Current partner feedback gives a rating of 96% to information 
accuracy and the effectiveness of partner introductions.

VOW’s National Sales Director Martin Weedall said: “An 
ongoing issue for our industry is business development and we 
believe with LaunchPad we are addressing the lead generation 
aspect with one of the most robust, high quality services there 
is. The approach taken by LaunchPad is ensuring some fantastic 
wins for VOW+ partners. The scheme is gathering significant 
momentum and we are actively engaging with our Partners to 
continue to further expand LaunchPad’s coverage.”
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NAPPS UPDATE 
2014 – A centenary year
By Aaron Warham,  
Director, NAPPS

I am delighted to 
announce that the NAPPS 
membership has passed 
100.

When we started in the 
early summer of 2011, things were a little different. 
The recession was in full swing and every level of our 
industry was feeling the pinch. No marketing guru 
was going to be able to spin the fact that demand 
was falling off a cliff and pricing differentials were 
squeezing margins ever tighter, but the general 
malaise and gloom in the economy at large was not 
what we saw in our ever adaptable industry. We saw 
an industry that understood an opportunity was at 
hand.

The general push towards solutions and MPS was 
nothing new, but the economic upheaval meant that 
decisions had to be made, and quickly. Many stuck 
with what they knew, battened down the hatches 
and rode out the storm, coming out the other side 
a little worse for wear but still just about standing. 
Others went on the attack.

Many in our industry built on their heritage of 
living with evolving technology and solutions and 
pushed on into a brave new world. For over 100 
companies, this meant becoming part of NAPPS.

For these first 100, NAPPS offered an opportunity 
to gain an independent accreditation and justification 
for something that they had all built their businesses 
and reputations on – respect. The introduction of 
NAPPS did not force these companies to change; 
instead, it gave them an opportunity to push their 
record of customer service and ethical business to 
the fore, which in a recession represented a shift in 
business paradigms and was something to shout 
about.

NAPPS now works with some of the world’s 
leading OEMs and has the genuine pleasure of 
counting the country’s leading solutions specialists as 
members. As we push on towards the next milestone 
in our development, we will continue to mirror 
the approach that has made us and our members 
so successful. Embrace change and success is a 
guarantee.

Lexmark 
launches new 
solutions sales 
programme 
Lexmark has launched a three-tier 
Solutions Advantage Programme that runs 
in conjunction with the Lexmark Channel 
Value Programme and provides a clear and 
defined framework to help partners sell 
solutions. 

The programme includes the provision of 
free full-licensed software for demo output 
devices and comprehensive training on 
Lexmark’s solutions line.

Channel Sales Director Martin Fairman said: 
“Lexmark is evolving as an organisation from 
one that provides hardware and services to an 
end-to-end solutions provider. As such we need 
to help our channel partners to join us on this 
journey. The Solutions Advantage Programme 
provides our partners at every level with a 
consistent, formalised framework that supports 
them in this solution-driven transformation.” 

The Programme is divided into three tiers 
to suit different partner needs and specialisms. 
These are:

• Entry, providing partners who traditionally 
focus on hardware, services and supplies with 
training webinars and access to the Lexmark 
Virtual Solutions Centre;

• Advanced, which adds face-to-face 
technical training, access to more advanced 
solutions (e.g. Lexmark Print Management 
Premise), special bid pricing for qualified 
opportunities and free software solutions for 
demo devices; and

• Premier, targeted at independent software 
vendors, this enhances the Advanced offering 
with a software development platform that 
enables ISVs to develop their own solutions.
www.lexmark.co.uk.

Win for Whittakers 
The VOW Cup 2014 Tournament sponsored 
by Brother has been won by Whittaker 
Office Supplies, after it achieved the 
biggest increase in sales of Brother 
hardware and consumables before and 
during the football World Cup in Brazil.

Loughborough-based Whittakers is donating 
its prize of branded football equipment for a 
local youth team to Breaston Park Football Club 
Under 9s.

The total package includes a set of 15 full 
youth kits branded with Whittakers logo and a 
comprehensive training kit comprising ten FIFA 
quality match balls, space markers and cones, 15 
reversible mesh bibs and drinks bottles.
www.whittakeroffice.co.uk

UTAX announces 
roadshow dates  
As part of a UK-wide partner recruitment 
campaign, UTAX (UK) is holding a series 
of Product Demonstration Days for 
dealers looking for a new opportunity in 
the office equipment and IT channels. 

Aimed at dealer principals, sales managers 
and service managers, UTAX Product 
Demonstration Days will take place across the 
country between October 2014 and March 
2015. Attendance and one-to-one appointments 
can be booked online or via email: claire.seton@
utax.co.uk.   www.utax.co.uk

Record year for DSales
DSales (UK) Ltd, the UK distributor for the Develop range, has announced sales of £13.2 million for 
its last fiscal year, up from the previous year's record high of £11.7 million. Since its establishment in 
2006, DSales (UK) has experienced dynamic growth despite challenging trading conditions. During fiscal 
2013/14 DSales (UK) did business with a record number of dealer channel partners.   www.dsales.eu
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UTAX Product Demonstration Days
Throughout the past 12 months UTAX has launched a variety of new products extending 
their successful copier and printer ranges in both black & white and colour. 

As a result we are holding a series of Product Demonstration Days, running from 
October 2014 to March 2015, to give you the chance to learn more about UTAX and our 
products.  

Our user friendly range of Document Management Solutions offers a broad combination 
of innovative software solutions and high end MFP devices, printers and photocopiers.

The October and November dates and locations for our first roadshows are listed below. 
To attend or find out more about one of our product demonstration days, please email 
claire.seton@utax.co.uk or call Claire direct on 01793 786 008.

Grow your business with UTAX (UK) Ltd 
UTAX (UK) Limited is a strong business Partner committed to the market through its 
partner network. The theme of partnership is working together, vital to the way UTAX 
does business with their dealers.

OCTOBER 

 smartphone/tablet/pc 

 15th - Hilton Swindon,  
 Swindon, SN5 8UZ

 smartphone/tablet/pc 

 16th - The Aztec Hotel & Spa,  
 Bristol, BS32 4TS

 smartphone/tablet/pc 

 21st - Edinburgh Marriott Hotel,  
 Edinburgh, EH12 8NF

 smartphone/tablet/pc 

 28th - Hinckley Island,  
 Hinckley, LE10 3JA

 smartphone/tablet/pc 

 29th - Worsley Park Marriott Hotel &  
 Country Club, Manchester, M28 2QT

NOVEMBER 

 smartphone/tablet/pc 

 5th - The Connaught Hotel,  
 Bournemouth, BH2 5PH

 smartphone/tablet/pc 

 6th - The Vale Resort,  
 Hensol, CF72 8JY

 smartphone/tablet/pc 

 13th - The Coppid Beech,  
 Bracknell, RG12 8TF

 smartphone/tablet/pc 

 18th - Ramside Hall Hotel,  
 Durham, DH1 1TD

 smartphone/tablet/pc 

 19th - The Park Hotel,  
 Liverpool, L30 6YN

 smartphone/tablet/pc 

 25th - Breadsall Priory Marriott Hotel  
 & Country Club, Derby, DE7 6DL

 smartphone/tablet/pc 

 27th - Marwell Hotel,  
 Winchester, SO21 1JY

IF IT  WORX,  IT ’ S

UTAX (UK) Ltd, 89 Shrivenham Hundred Business Park, Majors Road, Swindon, SN6 8TY

www.utax.co.uk

PRODUCTIVITY, RELIABILITY, 
QUALITY, YOU 

New Twitter Icon

 @UTAXUKLTD

 UTAX-UK-LIMITED

 UTAXUKLTD
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Print.IT Reseller: Can you 
briefly explain what TVP is?

Chris Cowell: TVP is a transparent 
business print solution. It gives customers a 
single cost per print, for an agreed number 
of prints. This cost, which we bill in advance, 
covers all associated costs including 
equipment hire, service and consumables 
for an entire print fleet, over the lifetime of 
a contract.

We define a contract’s ‘lifetime’ a 
little differently. For us, the lifetime of 
a print contract is not five years, or any 
other arbitrary period of time: instead, 
it’s determined by the useful life of the 
equipment. Typically, this is around 42 
months into a standard five-year contract. 

PITR: What trends/insight from 
the market led you to develop 
this product?

CC:  We actually first launched TVP in 
2001, albeit in a more simplistic form, and 
it was way ahead of its time. At that point, 
dealers were focussed on transactional 
sales. The digital age, market convergence 
and the subsequent shift towards providing 
solutions and services were still a long 
way off: selling products via a total volume 
product based on a fixed cost per copy was 
really quite revolutionary then.

Given where the market is today, with 
the bulk of new business won on a dealer’s 
ability to provide a complete end-to-end 
managed print solution incorporating 
much more than the hardware, TVP is more 
relevant than ever. While it was a basic 
financing option in the early days, it’s much 
more comprehensive today. We’ve evolved 
it so the fixed cost per copy captures all 
costs associated with the MPS contract, 
which now includes software solutions 
and even installation and training costs, if 
required; it’s scalable, from one device to 
many hundreds; and it’s flexible so any  new 
printers added to the fleet can be built into 
the plan.

We firmly believe that TVP is the best 
way to deliver print services to customers. 

PrintIT Reseller asks Chris Cowell, Sales Director of BNP Paribas Leasing Solutions, 
about the firm’s Total Volume Plan (TVP) and how it can help dealers to build 
better, longer lasting customer relationships.

Ahead of the curve

Chris Cowell,  
sales director,  

BNP Paribas 
Leasing Solutions

With a Total 
Volume Plan, 
the customer 
can budget 
ahead, enjoy 
better cost 
control 
and cross 
charge usage 
internally. 

We’ve seen an uptake in demand, in 
particular from IT companies that want to 
grow their business in the print sector and 
from office equipment resellers who have 
expanded their business and employed 
IT specialists to manage clients’ more 
complex requirements. The beauty of 
this product is that it isn’t structured 
to simply finance the hardware costs.

PITR: How do customers 
benefit from a TVP plan 
compared to a standard 
finance plan?

CC:  A customer in the middle of 
a standard five-year contract faced 
with a fleet that’s come to the end 
of its useful life and needs regular 
maintenance visits to keep it in good 
working order has two choices. They 
either pay a costly settlement for the 
remainder of the contract, often 

Continued...

BNP Paribas Leasing Solutions
Total Volume Plan
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Managed Print Services (MPS) continues to evolve as 
companies have strived to unlock hidden savings in 
the business. Over time, this has evolved from output 
consolidation to automated fleet management and 
on to workflow enhancements.

MPS is no longer viewed as an added-value amenity, 
but instead as a valuable service that can also drive real 
business improvement. Market maturity has led to an 
increased interest in taking the next step toward what 
Lexmark calls ‘Smart MPS’, where we address 
businesses needs by closely aligning 
print, managing information and 
business process automation.

These point to a new 
managed service based 
business model in which MPS 
is a component of a larger 
offering. For organisations, 
this means the ability to 
create a complete assessment 
for the whole organisation when 

it comes to document 
management. It’s not just 
about cost, but should 
include other factors such 
as improved customer 
service, employee productivity and even data security and 
mobile printing.

Lexmark’s research shows that when a business uses 
content management solutions to streamline processes, 

it can boost savings and productivity up to 30 
per cent or more on average. Benefits 

include automating manual processes 
while being able to better manage 
unstructured digital information.

When this next generation of 
MPS is delivered through a single, 

solution-driven provider, enterprises 
can drive business process innovation 

that pays continuous dividends. 
www.lexmark.co.uk

Register now at www.reseller.lexmark.co.uk or contact 01628 518658

Lexmark Channel Value Programme – 
It’s More than a Partner Programme.  
A Rewarding Experience.
Lexmark is much MORE than just a print vendor! In fact over the past three 
years we have been transforming our global organisation into an IT provider 
of industry specific solutions which will enable your customers to save 
time and money. This makes selling Lexmark MORE margin rich, develops 
MORE revenue streams, helping you to differentiate your company making 
customers MORE dependent on your business.

So, whether you are, or need support in, selling output devices (printers and 
MFP’s), content management software, workflow solutions or Basic Print 
Services (click/MPS), Lexmark is here to support you every step of the way.

Join Lexmark’s Channel 
Value Programme today 
and starting enjoying 
the following benefits:

• Dedicated sales support

• Exclusive offers and promotions

•  Customisable sales and 
marketing tools

•  Access to Lexmark’s Channel 
Advantage Academy

•  Access to Lexmark’s Virtual 
Solutions Centre

•  Ready-to-Go Marketing tools and 
materials

   and more...

MPS is evolving to 
unlock business value
Martin Fairman, Channel & SMB Sales Director,  
Lexmark UK & Ireland
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upload customers’ meter readings direct 
to our system and our invoices are much 
more user-friendly and easier to understand, 
with actual and excess copies clearly 
documented. This transparency and clarity is 
reducing invoice queries and helping speed 
up the payment cycle. 

In addition, TVP is easy to sell because 
the customer benefits are significant. With 
TVP, partners are offering a very attractive, 
easy to digest solution: there’s no upfront 
costs or complex contract; customers simply 
pay an agreed cost per print with one 
invoice per quarter, which makes budgeting 
a breeze. 

Because TVP requires dealers to 
regularly assess customers’ print volumes, 
it helps them to develop a deeper 
understanding of their evolving print 
requirements. This places partners in a 
strong position to win more business 
and can help them build better customer 
relationships that last longer.

PITR: We recently featured 
another of your managed print 
solutions, We Manage Print. 
How does TVP differ?

CC:  Whereas TVP is designed to fund new 
print fleets, We Manage Print is a solution 
that will support dealers who are looking to 
take over a customer’s legacy equipment.

As a leasing company, it’s contractually 
challenging to include equipment we 
don’t own on a leasing agreement. 
We can’t include it on a volume-based 
product, such as TVP, as the customer 
owns the kit. However, we know that many 
manufacturers offer a ‘walk in, take over’ 
proposition where they take over service 
responsibility for the customer’s entire print 
fleet, not just those devices that they had 
initially supplied, and we recognised that 
we needed to offer our dealer partners 
something that would help them to 
compete. 

So we developed We Manage Print, 
which allows vendor partners to offer a 
similar capability. It’s simple. Not only can 
a dealer deploy a new total print solution 
for customers, but under the same finance 
contract they can assess the customer’s pre-
existing print equipment fleet and assume 
the service and maintenance for this too, on 
the same agreement.

For the dealer, this helps them to win 
new business and to build and maintain 
deeper customer relationships and secure 
extra service revenues. Additionally, the 
improved relationship places them in a 
strong position to upgrade any device 
that has reached the end of its optimum 
working life, simultaneously locking out the 

competition.
This innovative product perfectly 

complements TVP and is a great unique 
selling point for us.

PITR: What, if any, are the 
challenges for dealers leading 
with a TVP offer?

CC:  We’ve redesigned the product and 
developed it so that it accurately meets 
current market demands and product 
changes.

For example, we have two meters, 
one for colour and one for mono, and 
we’re investigating a third to differentiate 
business/professional colour in line with 
recent changes to some OEMs’ product 
capabilities and pricing structures.

We have to keep on top of continuous 
advances in software, and realistically 
consider how much can we do. And we 
continue to invest so that the product 
supports the needs of the users it’s 
designed to serve. When we first launched, 
adding software to the agreement was not 
even considered, now it’s almost a given.

Warranties remain a challenge. We 
have to consider all scenarios, but if the 
dealer shows that they have purchased a 
manufacturer’s warranty we will add that in.

We’re prominent in the industry and 
we stay close to our customers. Plus, we 
attend all industry conferences and events, 
a strategy that ensures we keep abreast 
of change and see where the market is 
heading, which helps us to stay ahead of 
the curve.

PITR: How have you enhanced 
your TVP offer since its original 
launch?

CC:  As I mentioned earlier, we invested 
heavily in technology to improve our billing 
process and that’s now working as it 
should.

We are very confident in our product 
and its position in the marketplace. TVP 
(and the company) has been around 
since 2001 and this product is absolutely 
integral to our offer. In the same way that 
technology has continued to change, we, 
too, have had to rethink and evolve our 
offer and how we address ever-changing 
market challenges. 

Simply standing still with only the 
standard minimum term rental in our 
portfolio was not an option. Our ethos is 
to differentiate and offer something that’s 
quite unique and we’re confident we’ve 
achieved that with TVP.
www.bnpparibas.com

adding that to the cost of a contract for 
new equipment; or they risk business 
downtime and expensive maintenance fees 
by sticking with their ageing kit until the 
end of the contract term to avoid paying 
high early exit fees.

Neither solution is ideal for the 
customer or the dealer, as it’s highly likely a 
dissatisfied customer will go out to tender 
and that the dealer will subsequently lose 
that business to a competitor.

This is where TVP provides a real value-
add. The customer pays one transparent 
cost for an agreed total volume of prints 
and once that agreed volume is achieved, 
the equipment can quite simply be returned. 

With a Total Volume Plan, the customer 
can budget ahead, enjoy better cost control 
and cross charge usage internally. The 
contracted volume is billed in advance and 
any excess usage is billed and itemised 
separately so total costs are always 
transparent. The customer benefits from 
a known cost per machine and a single 
billing source for all equipment and service 
charges, which can dramatically reduce the 
amount of time they need to spend on print 
fleet administration. This in itself is often 
incentive enough to run with TVP.

As the contract is based on volume not 
time, the customer is less likely to be stuck 
with a print fleet that needs heavy servicing 
and they have access to new technology 
quicker. As soon as their total print volume 
is achieved, they can upgrade to the latest 
technology without having to carry over any 
outstanding finance costs.

In addition to avoiding hefty settlement 
costs, any overuse of the print fleet during 
the course of the contract will result in a 
lower settlement figure with TVP than a 
standard lease.

PITR: What’s the uptake/
response been from the market 
and what are the benefits to 
dealers?

CC:  TVP is much more relevant to 
print providers today and as such the 
uptake from the market is really positive. 
For dealers it’s a low risk and low 
administration finance solution. We manage 
the billing, collect the service charge and 
pay it to partners quarterly. With TVP, service 
revenue comes in much quicker: dealers’ 
normal billing cycle is quarterly in arrears, 
but we invoice quarterly in advance and this 
can help improve partners’ cashflow. 

We rolled out a new system in April last 
year, following a significant investment, 
and whilst the process was not without 
pain, we’ve got there now. We’ve made the 
billing process much slicker: dealers can 

...continued

Warranties 
remain a 
challenge. 
We have to 
consider all 
scenarios, but 
if the dealer 
shows that 
they have 
purchased a 
manufacturer’s 
warranty we 
will add it in.
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The Northamber
REGISTER NOW FOR

WEDNESDAY
24TH SEPT 2014

at Epsom Downs 
Racecourse, Surrey, KT18 5LQ

This year’s technology exhibition will o� er the 
opportunity to learn about key trends and 
opportunities from our keynote speakers, 
meet Northamber and some of our 
brands in person, take part in training 
and enjoy some lunch & drinks 
courtesy of our sponsors.

Guests will also recieve a discounted 
rate at the local hotel should they 
wish to stay the night or take 
part in our evenings 
entertainment.

PLUS you’ll receive a special event 
goody bag, sponsored by our vendors 
and event-only special o� ers, you 
can’t get anywhere else!

To register call us on 020 8296 7066
or visit northamber.com/techexpo

©Northamber 2014 E and O.E.  Prices appear as trade and exclude VAT & delivery. 29th August ‘14.

Total Distribution™

northamber

t: 020 8296 7066   w: northamber.com

VARVARVARVARVARVAR
Totalmarketing™ Total� nance™Totaltraining™Totallogistics™ Totalcon� g™

twitter.com/
Northamberplc

linkedin.com/company/
northamber

JUST 
ADDED 
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Driving Profit 
through Print
www.inkomony.club

What Businesses Want
The printer market is awash with devices angled towards the 
small-to-medium business; after all, there are 4.9 million in 
the UK, and all need a way to print! This sector is agile and 
constantly evolving, and they need hardware that won’t hold 
them back. 

Economical printing is of great concern for SMBs at the 
moment. For resellers, being able to speak confidently to 
customers about cost-per-page, ink cartridge longevity and 
power usage is now of utmost importance. However, speed, 
reliability and quality can’t be forgotten. An SMB printer 
needs to out-perform without over-charging. It’s not a 
straight forward sale with so many criteria to consider!

Westcoast are here to help you make some serious print 
and supplies sales, and still make a nice profit. It’s all 
down to the device – the HP OfficeJet Pro X Series. This 
family has revolutionary inkjet technology, which makes 
it the most efficient, economical device on the market. 
It’s the smartest way to run print within a business – and 
the smartest device to sell.

Equipping Resellers
This Autumn, Westcoast are hitting the road to teach 
resellers all about Inkonomy, to help you profit from print. 
Specially trained Inkonomists will be visiting businesses all 
over the UK* to spread the word about the Officejet Pro X 
and its incredible cost-saving features. Learn about cost- 
per-page and total cost of ownership, whilst experiencing  
its record-breaking speed first hand! 

The training is free for all Westcoast customers, and is 
guaranteed to inspire your work force, energise your sales 
pitch and improve your print business. The inkonomists will 
turn up in a modified Print-Prius to demonstrate how you can 
manage speed and economy! All they need is a parking space, 
a power supply and fifteen minutes of your precious time.

Find out how the OfficeJet Pro X Series could benefit your business and your customers!

Plus save 15% on hardware!***
Enlightening End-Users
“When you have a hard job, find an easy way to do it,” said 
Bill Gates once. Allow our Inkonomists to do the pitching for 
you, and invite your customers along for some training at 
your office. 

Once they’ve heard the facts, you’ll have the sale in the bag. 
They can hear all about the Cash back, Trade-in and Try-and-
Buy schemes available, with prices and offers pre-determined 
by you. In addition, the inkonomists can explain why genuine 
supplies are a must for their business, and why they should 
continue to work with you, the reseller, for all their supplies 
needs.

Sessions are available from 1st September until 31st October*, 
but spaces are limited. Call your account manager today to 
discuss availability!

Why Westcoast?

Westcoast are an independently  
owned UK distributor that has been 
supporting resellers for thirty years. 

Westcoast prides itself on its extensive  
print knowledge and can provide  
resellers with products for every  
stage of the Print sales process, 

from supplies to spares.

Plus, Westcoast will give all trained resellers 15%*** off their hardware orders!

Sessions are available from 1st September until 31st October*, but spaces are limited.

Call your account manager today to discuss availability! 0118 912 6000
*Irish reseller opportunities available from November onwards **spaces are limited, and will be allocated on a first-come-first 
serve basis *** Terms and conditions do apply

Value-Adding Training
For all Print IT Resellers**

PrintIn Portal

Inkonomy Club

Looking for
resources? 

Wescoast’s unique printing  
portal collates information 

from all aspects of the 
printing industry. 

Visit the site today

www.WestcoastPrintin.co.uk
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What Businesses Want
The printer market is awash with devices angled towards the 
small-to-medium business; after all, there are 4.9 million in 
the UK, and all need a way to print! This sector is agile and 
constantly evolving, and they need hardware that won’t hold 
them back. 

Economical printing is of great concern for SMBs at the 
moment. For resellers, being able to speak confidently to 
customers about cost-per-page, ink cartridge longevity and 
power usage is now of utmost importance. However, speed, 
reliability and quality can’t be forgotten. An SMB printer 
needs to out-perform without over-charging. It’s not a 
straight forward sale with so many criteria to consider!

Westcoast are here to help you make some serious print 
and supplies sales, and still make a nice profit. It’s all 
down to the device – the HP OfficeJet Pro X Series. This 
family has revolutionary inkjet technology, which makes 
it the most efficient, economical device on the market. 
It’s the smartest way to run print within a business – and 
the smartest device to sell.

Equipping Resellers
This Autumn, Westcoast are hitting the road to teach 
resellers all about Inkonomy, to help you profit from print. 
Specially trained Inkonomists will be visiting businesses all 
over the UK* to spread the word about the Officejet Pro X 
and its incredible cost-saving features. Learn about cost- 
per-page and total cost of ownership, whilst experiencing  
its record-breaking speed first hand! 

The training is free for all Westcoast customers, and is 
guaranteed to inspire your work force, energise your sales 
pitch and improve your print business. The inkonomists will 
turn up in a modified Print-Prius to demonstrate how you can 
manage speed and economy! All they need is a parking space, 
a power supply and fifteen minutes of your precious time.

Find out how the OfficeJet Pro X Series could benefit your business and your customers!

Plus save 15% on hardware!***
Enlightening End-Users
“When you have a hard job, find an easy way to do it,” said 
Bill Gates once. Allow our Inkonomists to do the pitching for 
you, and invite your customers along for some training at 
your office. 

Once they’ve heard the facts, you’ll have the sale in the bag. 
They can hear all about the Cash back, Trade-in and Try-and-
Buy schemes available, with prices and offers pre-determined 
by you. In addition, the inkonomists can explain why genuine 
supplies are a must for their business, and why they should 
continue to work with you, the reseller, for all their supplies 
needs.

Sessions are available from 1st September until 31st October*, 
but spaces are limited. Call your account manager today to 
discuss availability!

Why Westcoast?

Westcoast are an independently  
owned UK distributor that has been 
supporting resellers for thirty years. 

Westcoast prides itself on its extensive  
print knowledge and can provide  
resellers with products for every  
stage of the Print sales process, 

from supplies to spares.

Plus, Westcoast will give all trained resellers 15%*** off their hardware orders!

Sessions are available from 1st September until 31st October*, but spaces are limited.

Call your account manager today to discuss availability! 0118 912 6000
*Irish reseller opportunities available from November onwards **spaces are limited, and will be allocated on a first-come-first 
serve basis *** Terms and conditions do apply
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For all Print IT Resellers**
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printing industry. 
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From initial quote to accurate profitability reporting,  
e-automate helps manage your business-critical  
processes with greater ease and efficiency, allowing  
you to focus less on day-to-day tasks and more 
on growing your business.

CONTACT US TODAY!
+44(0) 333 123 0333

www2.ecisolutions.com/alloutIT

+44(0) 333 123 0333 officeequipment.eci.eu eu-sales@ecisolutions.com

ARE YOU 
GOING IN 
TO BAT 
WITH THE 
WRONG 
TOOLS?

ECI E-AUTOMATE HAS THE SOLUTIONS SERVICE  
PROVIDERS NEED TO ACHIEVE ALL-OUT PROFITS!

SALES • CONTRACTS • SERVICE • PURCHASING • INVENTORY • ACCOUNTING • & MORE

In its new whitepaper, The Future of Work, Samsung points out that 
the enormous size of the smartphone market – a global installed base 
of three billion devices by 2017 – is driving consumerisation of IT and 
making the workplace the point of convergence for multiple device 
types, irrespective of whether they are owned by an individual or 
supplied by an employer.

On top of this, the greater functionality of smartphones has created an 
expectation that content, including music, video, communications and social 
media apps, and the tools we need to perform certain tasks should be available 
on whatever device or screen we have in front of us at any particular moment. 
This, says Samsung, is having a transformative effect on the workplace, where the 
tools we use are becoming ever more mobile, smart and inter-connected.

These trends inform much of Samsung’s new product development and can 
be seen clearly in the company’s new Android MFPs, the Smart MultiXpress 
series, which has gone from concept design to a complete range in 12 months.

Launched at September’s IFA 2014 consumer electronics exhibition in Berlin, 
the ten new MFPs are the first of their kind to be equipped with an Android 
operating system. The combination of Android OS and Samsung’s Smart UX Center, 
the same touch technology used in Samsung Galaxy smartphones and tablets,  
provides a familiar user interface and a scalable platform for individual printer apps 
– just like a smartphone. It also allows the printers to operate independently of a 
PC with on-the-go connectivity through Samsung Cloud Print.

This, says Mark Ash, General Manager of Samsung Electronics’ Print Division 
in the UK and Ireland, makes the Smart MultiXpress series ideal for the flexible 
working practices employed by businesses today.

“With this new Android printer range we’re leveraging the strengths of our 
heritage in consumer technology,” he said. “We live our lives around screens and 
life in the main is without wires. Smartphones and tablets are the key enablers 

Samsung is shaping its print offering to meet the 
challenges of the office of the future.

Super smart,  
super simple

Continued...

Samsung : Smart MultiXpress
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for us to access information, cloud services 
and apps, and it’s these connected screens 
that have resulted in many of us adopting 
new ways of working.”

As well as using the same touch 
technology as Samsung Galaxy devices, 
the new MFPs are believed to be the 
printer industry’s first application of haptic 
technology, which uses vibration for a more 
tactile user experience. The touch screen 
also lets you preview, edit and annotate 
documents. 

“The traditional MFP has a small screen 
and user interface. What we’ve done 
with the Smart MultiXpress series is put 
a 10.1-inch tablet-like full touchscreen 
panel on the front of the device, which 
enables people to search and print from 
web browsers, emails and other types 
of content just like they do with mobile 
devices, without the need to connect to a 
PC or server,” explained Ash. 

He added: “Businesses seek smart 
printing solutions that can be managed 
easily whilst still delivering powerful 
performance at reduced costs. Our new 
PC-independent print technology provides 
increased efficiency and productivity for 
a mobile and fluid workplace. And, as 
the range is compatible with Samsung’s 
XOA (eXtensible Open Architecture) 
printing solution platform, models can 
be customised to meet specific business 
needs. What we’ve done here is to ensure 
that super smart is also super simple.”

Another feature likely to be welcomed 
by businesses with large numbers of 
smartphone users is the optional NFC 
Pro accessory. Sold separately, this offers 
easy mobile printing from smartphones, 
a stronger user authentication process 
and improved IT administration, including 
the ability to ‘clone’ security settings on 
multiple MFPs just by tapping on the NFC 
Pro accessory.

The Samsung Smart MultiXpress series 
includes three A3 colour MFPs, with print 
speeds of 30, 25 and 22 pages per minute; 
three A3 mono MFPs, with print speeds of 
35, 30 and 25ppm; and four A4 mono MFPs 
with print speeds of 53, 45 and 43ppm.

NFC-Enabled 
In July, Samsung expanded its range of 
A4 colour devices with a new laser printer 
and new MFP specially designed for 
small and medium-sized businesses. The 
ProXpress C2620 and 2670 combine fast 
print speeds of 26ppm (colour and mono), 
a 4.3in touchscreen display and Near Field 
Communication (NFC) technology that 
enables smartphone/tablet users to print 
from and scan to mobile devices with a 
simple tap on the printer.

“Our customers are using their 

mobile phones to unlock hotel doors, 
make contactless payments and even 
access vending machines,” explained Ash. 
“Making this available on printing devices 
is the next logical step.”

Samsung launched its first entry-level 
NFC printer last year, bringing ‘tap to print’ 
functionality to small office/home office 
users. With the ProXpress range, it is now 
extending the technology to mainstream 
business customers, simplifying printing 
from/scanning to mobile devices in the 
workplace. NFC technology also supports 
Google Cloud Print, offering easier user 
registration.

NFC is not just about mobile printing/
scanning. It also eases maintenance and 
administration. A smart printer diagnosis 
system on the ProXpress series enables 
dealers and customers to tap their 
smartphone on the printer display to view 
and fix printing errors. The printer transmits 
its operational status and problem-solving 
video clips to the smartphone. 

NFC also enables ‘tap to authenticate’, 
which saves money by removing the need 
for a card reader and gives users access to 
their own choice of functions and apps. 

In addition to NFC technology, the 
new devices are equipped with Samsung’s 
open solutions platform (XOA-Web), which 
enables third party print solutions to be 
integrated, and polymerised toner and a 
Rendering Engine for Clean Page (ReCP) 
for professional quality colour output.

One tap 
Ash points out that NFC is not just about 
improving the end user experience, but that 
it also has tangible value-add for resellers. 

“For dealers, ‘tap to configure’ 
functionality will save considerable time  
(a typical MFP installation takes around ten 
minutes) and money. The time dealers’ tech 
guys need to be on site is much reduced 
and dealers who rely on outsourced 
specialist IT support when installing fleets 
with multiple devices will see a significant 
cost saving,” he said.

Ash adds that the smart printer 
diagnosis system provides similar benefits. 
“Potentially it could significantly slash the 
costs associated with service and onsite 
call-outs for dealers, as well as maximise 
uptime for end-users,” he said.

As the workplace becomes a ‘mobile 
first’ environment and employees spread 
their working time across multiple devices 
as opposed to relying on a PC to get 
the job done, customers are demanding 
more flexible solutions. Samsung’s Smart 
MultiXpress and ProXpress MFPs meet this 
demand, bringing benefits to end users 
and resellers alike.
www.samsung.com

Next year’s model?
It’s becoming a tradition for Samsung to use major 
exhibitions as a launchpad for new printer concepts.

This is not merely to garner column inches and win design 
awards. According to Ash, it is also an important part of the 
product development process.

 “We ask our customers what they’d like to see, show them 
our ideas and then we bring them to market. Last year, the new 
Android printer was a concept design and just 12 months later 
we’ve launched a complete range,” he said.

At IFA 2014, Samsung unveiled four concept printers, 
collective winners of a 2014 iF Design Award in the Concept 
Design category. These were:

...continued

Mate is a mono printer 
with swappable 
coloured panels  
so that users  
can design the  
printer to suit  
their chosen  
colour  
scheme.

Vase is a space-saving 
mono printer that stands 
upright and prints onto 
paper fed in from above;

Egg tray is a new type of protective packaging for 
toner cartridges made entirely from recycled paper;

One & One is a two-colour 
printer that can print in black 
plus either blue, magenta or 
yellow; and
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Introductory
offer

Take your business  
to the next level

ricoh-recruit.co.uk

Ricoh was the UK’s fastest growing SME print manufacturer in 2013 and it’s  

looking for established resellers to further develop its growing market share in 2014. 

To incentivise partners, we’re offering 20% further trade discount on the first five 

print purchases made before December 2014. What have you got to lose?  

Join today and see the benefits Ricoh could offer your business.

Join and receive 20% off your first five print purchases*

* Terms and conditions apply. E&OE
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How has the cloud affected 
the print products/services 
you offer? 

David Lockie, Director, Capita 
Document and Information Services: 
“The cloud has enabled us to manage and 
use inbound data more swiftly and include 
more accurate and timely information in 
the documents we create. This, in turn, 
means that communications are more 
targeted and relevant, benefiting both our 
clients and their customers.  

“Being able to deploy more time- 
critical communications has also driven 
our investment in more efficient processes 
and a new white paper facility, resulting 
in greater flexibility for our clients and 
improved products and services. Rather 
than reduce our print products and services, 
it has made them more effective, improving 
the return on investment to our clients.”

Simon Hill, Sales Director UK & 
Ireland, Nuance Communications: 
“Most enterprises already have document 
imaging software in place to convert paper 
to digital files and manage document 
lifecycles. This software can be extended 
to incorporate the cloud and mobility 
functions depending on the customers’ 
needs. In anticipation of those needs 
changing, we introduced OmniPage 
Ultimate which integrates with the Nuance 
Cloud Connector to dramatically simplify 
the process of connecting to and converting 
documents within a variety of cloud storage 
and online document websites.

“Meanwhile, advances in cloud 
technology are pushing the MPS industry 
to new levels in terms of both challenges 
and opportunities. We have experienced 
an increase in the number of large deals 
and demand for solutions that have deeper 
software and service components that 
can be plugged into a customer’s existing 
environment.”

Mark Smyth, Operations Director, 
Vision: “More and more of our solutions 
are combining with cloud-based 
applications and are becoming embedded 

within the devices we utilise. This then 
becomes part of our Managed Printing 
Solution, and there is certainly an increase 
in the number of organisations wishing to 
take advantage of the benefits combined 
technology and applications offer.”

Tony Wills, Commercial & Marketing 
Director, Principal: “We predicted that 
the cloud would have an impact on the 
way organisations manage their print fleet 
some months ago. In anticipation of this, 
we launched a number of cloud service 
offerings. Part of this offering has been to 
partner with KDDI. 

“While cloud printing is being more 
widely discussed, many companies are 
still using traditional on-premise print 
server infrastructures. What is driving the 
interest in cloud-based printing is the 
proliferation of mobile workers who require 
follow me printing services, as well as the 
requirement to provide more accessible 
guest printing facilities. 

“All of these challenges are best 
addressed by a cloud-based solution that 
can be managed by us without the need 
for additional resource and investment to 
be made in the traditional infrastructure by 
the customer’s IT department.”  

Matt Goodall, Service Director, Office 
Evolution: “At present there has been no 
effect on the products or services we offer. 
The Develop machines we supply can email 
to cloud-based services such as Microsoft 
Office 365 and they can be configured 
to connect to Google drive for printing 
documents.”

PrintIT Reseller asks leading lights from the print and imaging 
industry for their thoughts on the cloud and asks how it is impacting 
their business

A cloud on the horizon

Gary Downey, Group Marketing 
Director, Balreed: “It depends on what 
you define cloud as. If it means remotely 
provided platforms, software and servicing, 
then this is a fundamental part of the 
way Balreed delivers managed services to 
clients.

“We have invested heavily in new 
technology and in developing cloud-based 
service delivery. A major consideration of 
the hardware and software solutions we 
provide is whether they can support cloud 
integration for clients.”

How important is the cloud to 
current and future revenue?

David Lockie: “The cloud is very 
important to our current and future 
revenues. It has extended the range of 
products and services we offer by enabling 
our clients’ customers to choose the 
channel through which they wish to receive 
documents, whether that’s print and mail, 
email, SMS or website.  

“This multi-channel capability driven 
through the cloud has enabled us to 
embrace these channels on behalf of our 
clients and increase service quality to them 
and revenue for us.”

Simon Hill: “The rapid adoption of cloud 
services and the incredibly fast rise in the 
use of mobile devices in the enterprise are 
creating increasingly diversified document 
workflow patterns. It’s no secret that these 
technologies are not trends, but the new 
path of business adopted by enterprises 
everywhere. It is imperative that we 
continue to offer a mix of cloud-based and 
on-premise imaging solutions, in order to 
give customers choice and flexibility – the 
path to revenue success.”

Mark Smyth: “Whilst we are yet to see 
any significant increase in revenues, we 
are fairly optimistic this will happen as the 
applications and services become more 
relied on for storage and retrieval in the 
workplace and support becomes more 
important.”

Left: David Lockie, 
director, Capita 
Document and 
Information 
Services.

Right: Simon Hill, 
sales director UK 
& Ireland, Nuance 
Communications

...advances 
in cloud 
technology 
are pushing 
the MPS 
industry to 
new levels...

Continued...
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Tony Wills: “We believe that while 
the cloud has been accepted by most 
organisations as an option for IT provision, 
many companies are yet to fully embrace 
the benefits that this offers. We feel that it 
is only a matter of time before momentum 
grows to a tipping point where cloud is 
accepted as the default proposition for 
accessing IT services. 

“If you are in the business of print 
provision, you ignore the cloud transition 
at your peril. While cloud services will only 
ever be an element of print provision, it 
will be the glue that makes the solution 
work in the most effective way. By offering 
a cloud printing capability, you will be 
able to offer the total solution to your 
customers and prospects.”  

Matt Goodall: “The cloud itself is not 
important to our revenue stream. However, 
the ability to be able to work with cloud-
based products is important, and will of 
course affect our revenue.”

Gary Downey: “Cloud services are a 
fundamental part of the infrastructure we 
have built to support our clients, which 
in this market is an important factor in 
winning new business as well as retaining 

it, so it’s very important to current and 
future revenues. 

“In addition, clients are increasingly 
interested in how we can integrate the 
managed print services and equipment 
we provide into their own cloud-based 
infrastructure to support their operations 
and document processes effectively.”

What impact has the cloud 
had on service delivery? 

David Lockie: “Service delivery is now 
a 24/7 operation. Online document 
management systems, for example, enable 
clients to manage their documents at any 
time of the day or night – editing essential 
documents at a time and place that suits 
them and immediately affecting production 
output through changes made and 
approved through the cloud.

“We are now able to spend more 
time focussing on servicing the clients’ 
requirements and future needs than 
maintaining the validity of existing 
documents through traditional change 
management processes.” 

Simon Hill: “To increase productivity 
and reduce costs, customers demand 
solutions that speed up business processes 
and make the documents they work with 
more effective. As such, service delivery 
solutions must deliver easy to use digitised 
documents, in conjunction with cloud-
based ‘anytime, anywhere’ access, in order 
to deliver effectively against customer 
service expectations where consumers and 
workers expect immediate service. 

“In this capacity the cloud plays a 
critical role linking remote users who 
connect through mobile devices to the 
organisations they do business with.”
 
Mark Smyth: “Training has been required 
for our Professional Services team in 
particular. They have quickly embraced 
many cloud applications as part of our 
Managed Printing Solutions offering, 
which they have become proficient at 
implementing and supporting within new 
and existing clients.”   

Tony Wills: “An effective cloud solution 
significantly improves roll-out times and 
access to printing services across an 
organisation. There is no delay waiting for 
a customer’s IT department to facilitate 
a fleet refresh or upgrade, and the fixing 
of any print-related issues can be more 
effectively handled by our work control 
department or help desk. In summary, 
response times improve and customer 
stress levels reduce.” 

Matt Goodall:“We have had to 
take account of differing settings and 
connections for cloud-based services. 
On occasions, this can cause an issue 
if a connection is lost. The other main 
consideration is that of problem resolution 
when services fail: where does the 

Cloud capable A4 desktop device 
Sharp has launched a new compact high performance A4 colour MFP, the MX-C301W, with 
sophisticated productivity features, including cloud capability. 

Group Product Marketing Manager Tom Primett said: “This new A4 MFP is among the smallest devices in its 
class, but punches well above its weight with features more commonly found in an A3 MFP.” 

With optional Sharp OSA installed, the MX-C301W enables users to connect to Cloud applications, such as 
Sharp’s collaborative storage and workflow service Cloud Portal Office, via the 7in colour LCD touch screen. 

Other features include wireless LAN, so that users can print directly from Wi-Fi enabled devices, 
including smartphones and tablets; 3GB of memory as standard; and an internal 250GB hard drive.

 “With cloud capability, high data security and all the print, copy and scan options you would expect, 
this device is our most complete A4 MFP to date,” said Primett. 

Print features include 30ppm output in colour and black and white; a first copy out time of 7.4 seconds 
in colour and 6.3 seconds in black; 18 seconds warm-up time; a 300-sheet paper capacity, expandable to 
800 sheets; and a USB port for USB direct print and scan to USB memory.
www.sharp.eu

Matt Goodall, 
service director 
Office Evolution

Mark Smyth, operations director, Vision continued...

...continued

...cloud 
services will 
only ever be 
an element 
of print 
provision...
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Office Hardware Offers    |   Contact: 020 7531 2828    |    www.betadistribution.com

Your IT Distribution Partner

Office Hardware Offers
Cashbacks     Freebies     Offers      Public Sector Deals     Exclusives

E&OE

See our exclusive Double Discount offer and more :

www.betadistribution.com/hardwareoffers

Office Hardware Offers

Audio VisualPhotographyOffice Products Data Storage 
& Media

Consumables

From a Pen to a Projector!
Visit www.betadistribution.com to discover 
our full product range

+Up to

£50
cashback

DOUBLE DISCOUNTS
FREE WB35 Camera and up to £50 cashback 
with selected Samsung printers

Free
WB35
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Cloud-based enterprise service
Telstra has extended the Whispir Conversation Platform to the UK. This cloud-based enterprise service allows 

organisations to quickly reach and communicate with customers, employees and the community via 
SMS, voice, web, email, mobile data and social media networks.

Jeromy Wells, Chief Executive Officer at Whispir, said the scalable, intuitive and easy-to-use nature of the 
service, combined with Telstra’s capabilities in the UK, would further accelerate Whispir’s international 
growth, particularly across key vertical markets such as banking and finance, media, transportation 
and emergency services.

Nathan Bell, Telstra Global Enterprise and Services, Director of Marketing, Portfolio and Pricing, said 
Telstra currently offered the Whispir Conversation Platform to its enterprise and government customers in 

Australia and would be using this experience to deliver the service to new UK-based customers.
He said: “In less than two years, Whispir’s customer base has quadrupled to more than 1.6 million users 

and with this expansion we see significant growth opportunities for this service in the UK. From a major 
bank using the platform to communicate with staff about IT incidents, critical events and business continuity, 
to a rail operator sharing targeted information about their train network with a local community, or an HR 
department co-ordinating the flow of information to job seekers in their network, Whispir can be used across complex 

operational environments within any industry and organisation, big or small.”    www.whispir.com

responsibility lie? Whereas in the past it 
was resolved through consultation with 
the IT company, there is now a third party 
involved, the cloud service provider.”

Gary Downey: “Our primary means of 
service delivery is cloud-based and has 
been so for over five years now. We use 
cloud technology to proactively monitor the 
print and output infrastructures of all our 
clients, continually optimising performance 
by pre-empting any potential issues before 
they occur; to manage consumables and 
just-in-time replenishment; to take meter 
readings remotely; and to support client 
networks. When combined with on-site 
field engineering, it is a very powerful 
combination.”

Has it enabled you to do more 
with less?

David Lockie: “Yes. For example, products 
such as Web 2 Print have enabled us to 
create highly automated workflows, rich 
in functionality where clients can order 
products or create products online (PC, 
Mac or mobile / tablet device). The order 
interface enables clients to quickly find, 
specify, approve and produce the products 
they need without having to use traditional, 
manual, resource-intensive, slow and 
potentially inaccurate order processes.”

Simon Hill: “Undoubtedly, the advent of 
mobile apps created an appetite among 
enterprises for fewer steps to complete 
tasks and greater command of information 
at their users’ fingertips. MPS solutions 
must allow users to connect their devices of 
choice so they can tap services anywhere. 
This ‘instant on’ mentality fostered by 

mobile technology and the blend of 
consumer and business applications, 
commonly known as the ‘consumerisation 
of IT’, represents a tremendous opportunity 
for the MPS industry. 

“In every new conversation we have 
with dealers, it’s clear that customers’ 
desire for greater ease of use extends to 
all business processes, including MPS. 
This frame of thinking begins to show 
customers how MPS can help them keep 
up with the fast pace of business, not slow 
them down. It can mark the beginning 
of a move up the value chain in which 
the MPS provider is adding the software 
and services that make the network more 
valuable to a customer’s organisation – not 
simply less costly – and thus delivering on 
the requirement to do more with less.” 

Mark Smyth: “Cloud applications as part 
of our Managed Services and Solutions 
have certainly enabled us to differentiate 
and add value in more and more cases. 
We are continuing to gain awareness and 
traction with both new and existing clients 
and that’s resulting in a more advanced 
and higher revenue sale.”  

Tony Wills: “At this point we have made 
investments in cloud-based services that 
are ahead of the demand curve, so we 
are investing more on infrastructure and 
human resource than before. 

“However, as sales of cloud services 
increase, we will be able to meet and 
exceed customer demand. As the number 
of cloud customers increases we will 
certainly be able to do more for our 
customers in a cost-effective way.”

Matt Goodall: “For us, it has made little 
impact yet, as our infrastructure already 

allowed for remote access to documents 
etc.” 

Gary Downey: “We have continually 
developed the way we deliver service like 
this, and how it can best be complemented 
by on-site activity as and when 
required, and this is true for production 
environments as well as offices. Cloud-
based managed service is our primary 
route of supporting our clients: we have 
doubled the size of our team in this area 
in the last 18 months, and this approach 
allows us to manage over 15,000 devices 
irrespective of their scale or geographic 
location.

“We can now support our clients’ 
network environment and their networked 
devices immediately, often without the 
need to be on-site, which improves our 
client uptime and reduces the need for our 
engineers to make that journey.”

www.capita.co.uk 
www.nuance.co.uk
www.visionplc.co.uk
www.principal.co.uk
www.officeevolution.co.uk
www.balreed.com

Gary Downey, 
group marketing 
director, Balreed

...show 
customers 
how MPS can 
help them 
keep up with 
the fast pace 
of business...

...continued
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To find out what the 7 Deadly Sins of Office Equipment Dealers are and how to avoid them

contact Print Audit Europe on 01483 726206 or email sales@printauditeurope.com

@PrintAuditEU PrintAuditEurope

Managed Print Services was supposed to be the Office Equipment Dealers’ salvation...

but it hasn’t always delivered.

In this FREE e-guide, 7 industry experts reflect on the biggest mistakes dealers are making in their managed print efforts.

TOTAL VOLUME PLAN - SIMPLICITY MEETS PRINT
Total Volume Plan is a transparent business print solution. It gives your customers a single cost per print, for an agreed number of 
prints. This cost covers all equipment hire and service charges for their entire print fleet.

Easy to sell: no upfront costs to put your customers off

Less work for you: we take care of collecting the money from the customer (then pay the service charge to you) so you can utilise 
your valuable resources elsewhere

Build better customer relationships: visibility of your customers’ evolving print requirements puts you in a stronger position to 
win more business

To learn more about how Total Volume Plan can help you achieve your goals, please contact Chris Cowell on 07966 114245, 
or email chris.cowell@uk.bnpparibas.com.            

Advert Sept14.indd   1 04/09/2014   09:08:44
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Time spent on hold in an automated 
queue can be a huge source of 
irritation. Even so, it is often 
unavoidable. As much as businesses 
want to answer a customer’s query 
immediately, there will be occasions 
when callers have to be transferred 
or put on hold while information is 
collected. 

Customers have a notoriously low 
tolerance for poor call handling – our survey 
found that 67% of callers have hung up 
before reaching their intended destination 
due to the way their call was managed. It 
is therefore essential to do everything you 
can to create a more positive telephone 
experience for customers.

Creating the right first impression
Inbound calls are a key source of sales 
leads. However, many companies overlook 
the importance of a welcoming telephone 
manner, not realising the extent to which it 
can influence a customer’s first impressions 
of their firm.

If the phone is answered in a casual, 
offhand manner, a lasting negative opinion 
of the company can result, affecting 
future business prospects and threatening 
profitability. 

Employing a best practice approach, 
such as using an appropriate tone of voice 
and developing a template for call handling, 
can make a big difference when it comes to 
enhancing the customer experience. 

That said, a caller’s patience is still going 
to wear thin if they are left hanging on the 
telephone for a significant period without 
engagement, which is exactly what often 
happens. Our survey shows that 34% of 
firms still subject customers to silence, 26% 
play music and 26% make callers listen to 
beeps. 

Driving profitability
On-hold marketing is a better alternative. It 
involves the creation of bespoke messages 
that are played to callers whenever they 

are put on hold, transferred or call outside 
normal office hours.

Although visual branding is the focus 
of many marketing agendas, how well a 
company sounds is also important. If you’re 
putting people on hold for more than 30 
seconds per call, there will be a window of 
opportunity for direct communication with 
customers that can also help create a more 
positive caller experience. 

Put simply, it provides a golden 
opportunity to advertise your products and 
services to an attentive audience. When 
research shows that 20% of callers make a 
buying decision based on information heard 
on hold, the financial case for making use 
of what would otherwise be wasted time 
is clear. 

For dealers, on-hold marketing offers a 
chance to up-sell and promote services such 
as MPS, alongside hardware. It can help 
improve customer awareness of your offer 
and boost sales. Messages can be used to 
notify callers of current promotions, direct 

Office equipment suppliers keep customers on hold for an 
average of 33.31 seconds per call, longer than a typical 
television advert, according to a survey of 3,630 UK businesses 
by PH Media Group. This may not seem a long time on paper, 
but the frustration of waiting in silence will cause 90% of 
callers to hang up within 20 seconds. Here, PH Media Group 
Sales and Marketing Director Mark Williamson explains how 
resellers can turn time on hold to their advantage.

Get rid of your hang-ups

traffic to the company website and even 
enhance brand image by making customers 
aware of the firm’s history and experience.  

Finding your voice (and music)
Unlike most advertising, which falls on 
deaf ears, on-hold messaging is a subtle 
yet powerful marketing tool that plants the 
seed for a sale before the customer has 
spoken to anyone. 

In order to construct the most effective 
solution for your business, it is essential 
to employ a reputable audio branding 
consultant. They will be able to create a 
successful audio profile for your business 
taking into account how style and tone of 
voice, including attributes such as gender 
and age, can be interpreted and used to 
reflect different brand images and values.

For businesses operating in areas with 
a particularly strong sense of identity, 
incorporating an accent into marketing 
communications can be an effective way to 
strengthen links with customers and gain 
an advantage over competitors.  

Most people have a song that reminds 
them of a certain time or event in their 
life. As songs can have both positive and 
negative connotations, choosing a popular 
music track for an on-hold solution can be 
risky and create unwanted preconceptions. 
An on-hold expert can help a company 
avoid this by creating a unique, tailor-made 
tune, picking the tempo, volume and pitch 
best suited to the business and its callers.  

Research shows that on-hold marketing 
reduces hang-ups by 79%, as well as 
decreasing the amount of time callers think 
they have been on hold. Perhaps it’s time 
you considered how your business sounds 
to callers. 
www.phmg.com

Mark Williamson, 
sales and 
marketing director, 
PH Media Group

...67% of 
callers 
have hung 
up before 
reaching their 
intended 
destination...
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there are lots of reasons why 
your customers prefer Perfect 
Green remanufactured toner 
cartridges

And some reasons 
why you should too...
• Consistent quality
• Three year warranty
• Environmentally friendly
• Considerably cheaper than the OEM
• Product to fit all the popular printers

It’s ideal for use by your own sales people 
or as a sales tool to send to your customers.
Email marketing@betadistribution.com and 
we’ll send you the latest copy.

Have you got a copy of the latest 
Perfect Green brochure?

The office equipment trade speaks with a middle-aged,  
male voice, according to a study by PH Media Group. Companies 

should use 
a voice 
which best 
reflects their 
products...

Its survey shows that the most popular 
voice for UK firms is male, aged 
between 45 and 55, authoritative, 
trustworthy and corporate in tone. 

Whilst the male voice is generally 
perceived by customers to be authoritative 
and professional, the audio branding 
specialist advises firms not just to follow 
industry trends or stereotypes but to choose 
branding that suits their specific company 
values. For many firms, a female voice may 
be equally effective.

PH Media Group Head of Voice 
and Music Dan Lafferty said: “An older, 
deeper, masculine voice can be used to 
convey a sense of authority, especially 
when combined with corporate music. 
This is important in portraying a sense of 
knowledge, professionalism and standing to 
business customers. But that doesn’t mean 
it will necessarily be the best fit across 
the board. Companies should use a voice 
that best reflects their products, customer 

Voice of the industry

base and service proposition. A feminine 
voice can be equally authoritative, but is 
also perceived as soothing and welcoming, 
reinforcing an ethos of dedicated service.”

The research also audited office 
equipment suppliers’ on-hold marketing to 
find out which music is most widely used. 
The most popular tracks were corporate, 
dynamic and modern in style. 

Many firms opt to use popular music 
tracks, but Lafferty warns that due to 
emotional associations these tracks may 
not be the best choice for convincing a 
customer to buy. 

“Sound is a powerful emotional 
sense,” he said. “People will often attach 
feelings, both positive and negative, to a 
piece of commercial music, which will be 
recalled upon hearing it. Placing a piece of 
commercial music in an on-hold situation, 
no matter how cheery and upbeat it may 
seem, is a lottery of the individual’s previous 
experience of the track. Using commercial 

music is also a square peg, round hole 
scenario, taking a piece of music and trying 
to make it fit a new purpose to convey a 
message it was never intended to.”

He added: “A bespoke music track starts 
from the ground up, with each element 
forming or reflecting the brand proposition, 
and with no previous exposure among the 
client base. The physical attributes of the 
track – whether major, minor, fast, slow, 
loud or quiet – are used to communicate 
emotional meaning, rather than the personal 
experience of the individual.” 
www.phmg.com
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PRODUCTIVITY, RELIABILITY, QUALITY, YOU 

Putting you in control of your 
in-house print management

The Olivetti Y Soft Safe Q5 solution enables 
security, print and access management with 
monitoring and reporting across all print 
products regardless of the parent OEM and 
the number of people using the system.

It allows users to:

• Control print costs

• Manage a mixed fl eet of machines

• Reduce paper and toner wastage

• Increase convenience for users, as they can print 

their jobs on any machine on the network

• Manage access throughout the company by 

PIN, Username or IC Contactless Card

• Set up Rules-based Printing to allow just mono 

or colour output where appropriate

• Negotiate with one company and receive 

one invoice

• Work with fully trained local “Best for 

Solutions” specialist offering the best advice 

and service

User access to MFPs and printers is secured and Print 
Roaming, Mobile Print and Rules-based printing are all 
possible across mixed media.

To fi nd out more about our 
solutions please call: 

Abi Stafford on 
++ 441908 547980

Email: a.stafford@olivetti.com

PrintIT Reseller (PITR): How have 
the European and UK managed 
print services markets changed 
since the last Transform Europe 
conference 12 months ago?

Ken Stewart (KS): Most OEMs have 
cited softness in their 2013 numbers in the 
European market especially. There is some 
positive sign of growth, but it is very focused 
on emerging markets. In Western Europe 
the focus seems to be more on the channel 
and activating that channel a little more 
aggressively than in the past. 

From all the signs we see, the UK may 
be under stronger pricing pressure than the 
US. It is a smaller market geographically, so 
there is a lot more competition and pricing 
pressure, even though the US is technically a 
more mature market. 

There are also signs that channel partners 
are struggling with higher value offerings. 
They want to offer higher value stuff, but 
office equipment dealers are finding it hard 
to do and system integrators haven’t fully 
decided whether they are on board with 
MPS yet. There are providers moving forward 
at every stage of MPS, but it’s a case of the 
strong getting stronger – the weak don’t 
really know where to go at this point.

PITR: Why has demand been soft 
in Europe?

KS: There is still a level of economic 
uncertainty, which leads to indecision. 
Budget decisions are being put off and 
customers aren’t investing in infrastructure 
or people. That said, they are looking to 
outsource, so there is some traction there, 
and people can’t put off budget decisions 
for ever, so we are seeing some warming 
in the lower end of the MPS market. 
Instead of going full bore with a higher 
end engagement, people are going full 
bore with enhancements. They are saying: 
‘Lets centralise purchasing as much as we 
can; let’s reduce costs in the low-hanging-
fruit areas first’. The softness for me is 
predominantly a result of the economy and 
uncertainty in the marketplace. 

PrintIT Reseller talks to Ken Stewart, Practice Director, Services 
at Photizo Group about developments in the UK MPS market.

Prague, October 20-22 will see a gathering of Europe’s leading MPS 
practitioners as Photizo Group stages Transform Europe in the Czech 
capital. The conference provides an ideal opportunity for office 
equipment dealers/resellers, IT service providers, MPS providers 
and office supplies dealers to share their experiences, wisdom and 
knowledge with fellow professionals. Ahead of the event, PrintIT 
Reseller spoke to Ken Stewart about key trends in the UK MPS market. 

The strong  
get stronger

Ken Stewart, 
practice director, 
Photizo Group

Regardless of 
which market 
we look 
at, we see 
three buying 
profiles...

Continued...

PITR: Is there pricing pressure 
because end users aren’t so 
interested in high value business 
process transformation?

KS: I am hearing different tunes from 
different people, which suggests to me that 
there is a mixed marketplace along the lines 
of the 80:20 rule. 

We’ve done a lot of research with our 
Decision-Making Tracker Study, which we 
now run across nine countries. Regardless 
of which market we look at, we see 
three buying profiles: there are high-level 
strategy customers; low-level price-sensitive 
customers, who spend three times less than 
the strategy customers; and middle-of-the-
road, provincial-type customers who are 
really into MPS for device fleet optimisation. 

When it comes to business process 
transformation, the smaller percentage of 
channel partners that deal with medium-
sized and large enterprises have more 
traction in the business process space than 
those that focus on companies of 10-49 or 
50-250 employees. 

PITR: Do resellers prefer to adopt 
OEM programmes than develop 
their own, and are they satisfied 
with what the OEMs offer?

KS: Overall, we find that partners like to 
sign up to a programme to see how vendors 
run it. They then decide whether to take 
elements from it or not. In the UK, 40% have 
signed up for OEM programmes; 20% have 
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their own programmes; and 40% have both. 
In the UK, the average partner ranking 

for the six OEMs we analysed are all within 
about one point of each other: Ricoh and 
Konica Minolta got 7.5 and 7.4 respectively, 
with Canon pulling up the rear with about 
6.4. There was a much bigger spread in the 
German and French market, which indicates 
that the UK is a fairly developed market 
with a higher level of competition.

PITR: When do resellers decide 
whether to use a vendor 
programme or create something 
themselves?

KS: It’s all to do with profitability. Whenever 
it is more profitable for them to do a 
programme with an OEM, they will lean on 
that. But if that decision leads to non-
profitability, they will quickly switch to their 
own programme or even defect to another 
OEM’s programme. And in out-of-territory 
deals, they will often require other partners 
to help them rather than OEMs.

PITR: What are some of the main 
obstacles preventing partners 
from adopting MPS?

KS: The major issues are longer sales cycles 
and competitor pricing concerns, followed 
by capital investment – the perception that 
it is too expensive to invest in managed 
print services infrastructure – and staffing 
concerns, not believing employees are really 
going to adopt MPS. There is also a concern 
that OEMs will compete directly with them 
in the same marketplaces.  

PITR: How can they overcome 
these obstacles?

KS: With longer sales cycles, the one 
negative it is very hard to get past is cash 
flow. Getting into a perpetual selling cycle is 
one of the key challenges facing a services-
based business. Instead of focusing on quick-
hit lease renewal and getting into what we 
in the US call a dogpile,  competing against 
other providers on price, service-oriented 
resellers have to be in the account on a 
monthly or quarterly basis looking to add 
value. This requires more consultative selling 
skills, so you have to sharpen your pencil 
there. It also requires you to have a broader 
portfolio and to look for opportunities to be 
customer-led. This means understanding your 
customer's business, not just understanding 
what you have in the warehouse to sell. One 
of the questions I ask partners I consult with 
is: ‘When you think about your top 10 or top 
100 customers, do you know if their revenue 
went up or down last year? And do you 
know why it went up or down?’ Most folks 
have no idea, and that has to change.

PITR: Is the price pressure you 
mentioned leading to greater use 
of compatible supplies?

KS: We aren’t seeing as much of that in 
the UK or US as we expected. In the UK, 
52% of channel partners say they only use 
OEM supplies; 30% say they use both; and 
13% say they only use compatibles. We 
thought there would be more of a 50:50 
split between originals and compatibles. The 
reasons the ratio's not higher seem to be 
that there are a lot of quotas that partners 
have to hit and that, due to a perception 
of value, customers will pay a little more 
for OEM toner to ensure devices operate at 
optimal performance.

PITR: Have you tracked end user 
attitudes to MPS? What don't they 
like about MPS today?

KS: Overall, they feel vendors are doing a 
pretty good job at device management, and 
they feel they are doing a pretty good job 
at service delivery. But there is a big gap 
when it comes to stuff that moves them 
from being a vendor to becoming more 
of a partner with a customer. Generally, 
end users are telling us ‘MPS is great; we 
understand that value proposition. But we 
need our partners to understand our front 
line business, to address revenue questions 
not just the bottom line cost question’.

PITR: So the push for services isn’t 
just coming from resellers?

KS: The ‘per page’ billing model the 
industry adheres to doesn’t lend itself to 
helping customers optimise their business 
processes, especially when it comes to 
digitisation. I’m talking to a number of 
OEMs about that now: why aren’t partners 
picking up on document management 
as much as you want them to?; what’s 
happening with business process 
outsourcing? I think the billing model is out 
of sync with how a partner is going to help 
a customer reduce volumes and move to a 
more efficient workflow that doesn’t involve 
as much paper.

...continued

Continued...

“When you 
think about 
your top 10 
customers,  
do you 
know if their 
revenue 
went up or 
down last 
year?”

The major 
issues are 
longer sales 
cycles and 
competitor 
pricing 
concerns...

PITR: What billing models are 
pioneers introducing?

KS: In the US, one of our MPS leaders 
has a ‘per bed’ billing model. They work 
specifically in healthcare and instead of 
charging per page or per device, they align 
themselves to the customer billing model, 
which for hospital systems here is revenue 
per bed, revenue per patient. That’s how 
they have aligned the whole cost savings 
model and adjacencies like information 
security that they are moving into. Another 
billing model we are starting to see some 
consultants work with is a per seat model 
directly aligned with IT reseller practices. 
It allows the partner and end user to have 
a better conversation about what the real 
costs are and allows the partner to make 
money by adding other services that don’t 
necessarily revolve around paper or toner.

PITR: Why is there still so much 
paper in businesses?

KS: A piece of paper is just a convenient 
conveyance for information, so there are 
two things going on: one, it’s convenient 
and cheap; and two, with all the technology 
we now have access to – think about your 
email for instance – how likely is it that you 
are going to copy something and put it in 
your desk for later, rather than printing it, 
showing it to somebody and then throwing 
it away, knowing that you can reprint it. 
We have a culture of disposability. From an 
end user standpoint, you never really see 
the cost of your prints, so printing has no 
financial impact on you as an employee, 
which is why print management software 
has become more and more popular.

PITR: What are some of the trends 
we are going to see over the next 
12 to 24 months? 

KS: The big question in more mature 
markets is that MPS has to have actively 
managed components, people have to 
be engaged in the process. High value 
providers will adopt the paradigm of having 
highly trained, highly skilled consultative 
individuals who can offer high value to their 
customers. At the same time, we are seeing 
a convergence of platforms that allow 
resellers especially, but OEMs as well, to be 
predominantly high volume suppliers. They 
get the benefits of centralised purchasing, 
buying from this massive platform – like an 
Amazon for MPS. 

OEMs are starting to say that, for them, 
channel partners are going to be product-
centric, and their direct customers will be 
the high value plays that they make. They 
will let channel partners decide how they 
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PRODUCTIVITY, RELIABILITY, QUALITY, YOU 

N-able by Solarwinds explains why copier 
companies and IT resellers should embrace 
managed print services. 

Copiers and equipment vendors are a critical part 
of the office solutions market. Despite predictions 
made roughly 30 years ago, the paperless office 
has not materialised and businesses around the 
world are still big consumers of paper, especially 
copier paper. In recent years we have seen the 
copier market slow and begin to decline driving 
vendors to seek additional revenue streams that 
complement their core business. 

Commoditisation and consolidation wage 
war on dealer margins. 
The market has seen a decline for the past two 
years. According to Gartner, 2013 unit shipments 
were down 2.2% Y/Y and end user spending 
was down 1.1%. Multifunction peripherals 
(MFPs) growth continues to skyrocket, reducing 
the number of individual peripherals a vendor is 

able to sell. For cost-conscious end users, we can 
expect to see a continued shift from fully featured 
high-end A3 copiers to lower cost A4 units. 

The need to stand out from the crowd and 
to diversify revenue has driven many traditional 
copier and office solution companies to explore 
new products and services. One of the keys to 
building recurring revenue and high margins is 
transitioning to a managed services model and 
becoming a Managed Services Provider (MSP).

 
Managed services: a perfect solution and 
transition opportunity
To meet these challenges and deliver new, 
breakthrough value to clients, many copier 
businesses and office solution providers 
are making the move to managed services. 

Managed services is a profitable business and 
service delivery model that is changing the way 
VARs, system integrators, IT service providers 
and copier companies do business. Offering 
managed services enables you to assume 
responsibility for the entire network – from the 
copier to the server.

Higher business valuation from a new 
recurring revenue stream, improved margins 
from higher technician utilisation rates and 
stronger customer relationships are just some 
of the compelling benefits of becoming an MSP. 
Managed services enable you to provide clients 
with predictable, business-focused IT services 
that optimise operations, manage risk and 
deliver measurable business value. With average 
profit margins of 60%+, it is no surprise that 
more and more copier providers are adding 
managed services to their offering.

To find out how you can start providing 
managed services, visit www.n-able.com 

Seize the initiative

want to do business, but there’s going to 
be this concept of ‘We are going to add 
technology to the mix and really enforce 
automated toner shipments and automated 
service fulfilment and a lot of electronic 
transaction between us and our customers 
to help minimise the cost of all of that’. 

The other trend that is becoming very 
interesting is ink versus toner. HP and Epson 
are already making a play in this area and 
we think that over the next 3-5 years these 
two players could significantly shift market 
share positions and the bias customers have 
for laser. We are already seeing inkjet prices 
drop to a level where they are actually 
better than laser and inkjet printers become 
as sturdy as laser devices. What’s holding it 
back is the idea we all grew up with, which 
is that laser is better than ink. 

Finally, I think we are going to see even 
more channel convergence. You hear about 
this all the time, but I think people have 
to stop thinking about the heritage of the 
partner being in office equipment, office 
supplies or IT system integration and think 
more about their current capabilities. That’s 

what’s going to make them effective in 
tomorrow's marketplace. Today’s leaders 
may not be tomorrow’s leaders, and channel 
partners are going to see a steady erosion 
of their business if they don’t really engage 
with customer-centric, cost of lifecycle 
selling. The UK and the US markets are 
already well down that road. I don’t want 
to say that it’s too late – it’s not – but today 
it’s harder to make a really strong inroad 
into that services play if you haven’t made 
some moves already.

...continued

PITR: Finally, what will resellers 
get out of attending Transform?

KS: I always enjoy the quality of the 
people who are there; these are some of 
the most astute executives that I have 
had the pleasure to work with. It’s a great 
opportunity to hear what the best practices 
are, what the best-of-breed are doing out 
there and how they are overcoming the 
challenges that pretty much everybody 
has to face. Secondly, I think its a great 
opportunity to expose yourself to new and 
innovative ideas. There are going to be 
some great learning lessons there. We are 
trying to focus on offering as much value 
to various stakeholders as possible through 
either channel-type tracks or through 
advanced services-type tracks. Beyond that, 
Prague is a great place to visit, so why not 
spend a couple of extra days there and have 
some vacation time.

For more information on  
Transform Europe 2014, please visit 
www.photizogroup.com.
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BINDING.
YOUR WAY.

FASTBACK 20
ONE MACHINE, SIX DISTINCT BINDING STYLES

With no need for hole-punching; it takes just 20 seconds to bind a 350-page 

document using our unique binding strips. Documents lie completely flat for 

easy reading and posting and are fully recyclable after use. You can even use 

custom branded image strips or produce paperback or hardcover books for a 

truly distinguished finish.

 

Scan this code and place 
your smartphone here 

to see the Fastback 
in action.

Visit us online at www.fastback.co.uk
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What does the printed page mean 
for you? For many resellers it is 
both a source of revenue and an 
opportunity to sell additional services 
that can help a customer eliminate 
unnecessary, uncontrolled printing, 
such as print management software 
and card-based pull printing. 

For James Duckenfield, managing 
director of NewField IT, the printed page is 
the symptom of a much more fundamental 
problem – and a much bigger opportunity.

“If you look at most organisations, 
you will see that their data is split across 
several repositories. Several years ago we 
did a project for a Top 10 law firm. Their 
information was split between email, 
which was one of their main document 
management systems, and an email 

archive, which was a separate specialist 
system for archiving email; they had a 
document management system, which 
the IT department had dumbed down so 
much that people didn’t use it; they had a 
system for tracking on-site records, which 
wasn’t well used; and a separate system 
for tracking off-site records. With all those 
different sources of record, it would take 
an eternity to find your documents. So, 
what happened was that people printed 
everything and kept it in a filing cabinet,” 
he said.

Instead of implementing controls to 
reduce printing, which is what many MPS 
providers would do, Duckenfield says 
NewField IT chose to address the root 
causes of the problem – the  company’s 
inefficient IT infrastructure.

PrintIT Reseller sees the the Future of Work in practice in NewField IT's 
new Twickenham offices and finds out why MPS providers must become 
change agents

Agents for 
change

“We were able to say ‘Gone are the 
days when you have six or seven different 
sources to go to to find your data; we are 
going to have one document management 
system and it’s going to be integrated 
into other key systems like email so that 
it has real value for your day-to-day job’. 
Moving to this system allowed the firm to 
consolidate its real estate, from two offices 
in Central London to one office, bringing 
massive real estate savings. And their fee 
earners got 10% more space than they 
had before. It was a win:win for everyone 
involved.”

For Duckenfield, broadening the 
argument to focus on filing and document 
management and not just print makes 
perfect sense – especially as it can be 
accomplished using the same Asset DB 
and CompleteView tools that NewField IT 
and many resellers already use for print 
assessments. 

“The real estate savings are so much 
bigger than print savings. If we are trying 
to build a business case for change, we can 
either stick to print and deliver savings of 
hundreds of thousands of pounds or we 
can start incorporating real estate which 
adds up to savings of millions of pounds. I 
don’t know any big corporates that don’t 

James Duckenfield, managing director, 
NewField IT 

NewField IT 
advocates strict 
zoning of office 
space
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have a corporate real estate reduction 
programme,” he said.

The Bank of New York Mellon, for 
example, was able to reduce its real estate 
requirement in Central London by 32% by 
removing two thirds of its on-site filing. 
Another NewField IT client, a financial 
services company, almost halved its 
London office real estate by making similar 
reductions to on-site filing.

The key to achieving and maintaining 
such savings is implementing an IT 
infrastructure optimised for what NewField 
IT calls the Future of Work.

This concept envisages a world in which 
bricks and mortar are used for specialist 
facilities and better collaboration space 
rather than for storing paper; where 
employees have access to the information 
they need wherever they are; where there 
is a process framework so people can work  
in compliance with corporate policies on 
security etc. regardless of their location 
or the device used; and in which there is 
a move away from capital investment to 
‘something as a service’ – buildings as 
a service, IT infrastructure as a service, 
software as a service.

Future of Work
Future of Work principles can be seen in 
practice in NewField IT's new offices in 
Twickenham, London. As the company is still 
growing, it has moved to larger premises, 
but Duckenfield asserts that Future of Work 
drivers – particularly around the use of 
space – are equally valid for companies in 
the process of downsizing.

“These principles have helped us 
maximise our use of real estate with 
tangible savings and helped us reduce 

our printing by 34%, and we weren’t big 
printers in the first place,” he said. “We 
have also massively improved our working 
efficiency because we have enabled 
collaboration through the design of the 
office.”

The Future of Work concept is built on 
three foundations:

1. Fully integrated IT systems. 
The better the IT infrastructure, the better a 
company’s use of information and the less 
need there is to print. The key ingredient 
here is interoperability: if a business is to 
streamline processes and make use of its 
data, all systems have to talk to each other.

One of the impressive features of the 
NewField IT offices are the large format 

displays that provide each team with 
insights into relevant data.   

“In the Future of Work, predictive and 
prescriptive insights will be commonplace, 
not just the preserve of a data analyst 
doing a monthly report. Each team has a 
live analytics screen that’s updated with 
regular cadences, as often as every 15 
minutes, so they can see exactly how they 
are performing during their working day,” 
explained Duckenfield.

2. Good paper/Bad paper
The Future of Work will not be paperless – 
paper is still good at certain things – but 
when and how paper is used will change 
significantly.

According to Duckenfield, there are 
four reasons why people print – to read, to 
annotate/sign, to save and to share – but 
as technology develops what is perceived as 
an acceptable use of paper will change. 

“There will be good paper and bad 
paper,” he said. “Good uses include 
reading – there will be circumstances 
where reading on paper is still better than 
reading on a computer, but technology 
will catch up; annotation – until electronic 
annotation tools catch up with the speed 
and convenience of paper, then paper will 
still be a good way of doing it and there 
will be circumstances when paper forms are 
better than a tablet especially in developing 
markets; and sharing information – you will 
not be able to hand out a free newspaper 
electronically or a leaflet advertising a 
restaurant.

“However, some reasons will become 
less good, for example signing. Most 
Western territories now accept electronic 
signatures and there’s no need for it within 
a company – it just slows things down. 
Sharing information should be done much 
more effectively and saving information on 
paper is definitely bad. At NewField IT we 
have moved entirely away from printing 
and filing because if information is on 
paper it can only exist where the paper is. 
We have got rid of our filing cabinets and 
we have also got rid of our off-site archive. 
Everything is electronic, it’s all backed up in 
multiple locations.”

3. Zoned office space
The third element is the more efficient use 
of office space through zoning. NewField 
IT breaks the office down into four distinct 
zones:
Specialist space. Every business has 
certain facilities that can only be located in 
an office, such as a print room, mail room, 
clean room or, in the case of NewField IT, 

Continued...

All paper must be 
cleared from desks 
by the end of the 
day

NewField IT’s 
conference room 
with telepresence 
system for global 
collaboration
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In the reseller community, NewField 
IT is best known for its Asset DB fleet 
optimisation toolset, which MPS 
providers, end users and NewField IT itself 
use in printer fleet assessments for data 
discovery and future state design.

NewField IT has now enhanced the Asset DB 
portfolio with a new licensing programme for 
Asset DB Cloud, lowering the entry point for the 
software, opening it up to dealers and end users 
of any size.

Asset DB Cloud bundles Asset DB WebSmart 
licenses for use on tablet PCs with data analytics 
provided by the CompleteView analytics platform. 

NewField IT managing director James 

Duckenfield said: “Professional assessments 
combined with modern data visualisation and 
analytics are what customers will come to 
expect in the market place. We’ve restructured 
our licensing in direct response to the market 
demand from a growing customer base of smaller 
and medium-size dealers needing to adopt MPS 
for SMB clients.”

There are three pricing levels to choose from:
Asset DB Cloud Personal Account: the 
entry-level option provides customers with a free 
subscription, including two Asset DB WebSmart 
logins and up to five projects. It requires just one 
paid Asset DB client (with a maximum of two 
clients in total);

Asset DB Cloud Professional Account: the 
next level up requires a paid annual subscription 
and is for five Asset DB WebSmart logins and up 
to 10 projects. It, too, requires just one Asset DB 
(paid) client, but subscribers can add additional 
paid clients up to a total of five; and
Asset DB Enterprise Account: the 
premium offering, also requiring a paid annual 
subscription, offers unlimited Asset DB WebSmart 
logins, unlimited projects and unlimited (paid) 
Asset DB clients.

All three packages can be enhanced with 
Report Editor, a logic-based reporting system, 
and subscriptions to the NewField IT analytics 
platform CompleteView. 

Asset DB Cloud for all

a systems integration lab where software 
development teams assess hardware 
products, brainstorm and do other tasks 
that can’t be done remotely.
Collaboration space. To better serve the 
needs of users, businesses should provide 
a variety  of meeting rooms, combined with 
an online and walk-up booking system 
integrated with Outlook. 

“Rather than waste a load of real 
estate with big meeting space used by 
few people, we have tiered ours. We have 
single-man meeting rooms where you can 
collaborate with someone externally; we’ve 
got three-man meeting rooms; we have 
a conference room with telepresence; we 
have a standard meeting room; and we are 
about to open a room with a touchscreen 
table running Asset DB, CompleteView 
and other electronic assets we use to help 
customers make decisions. It will have 
no other furniture and can be booked for 
30-minute slots.”
Open plan office space. NewField IT 
recommends a mixture of fixed desks for 
people who have to come into the office 
every day and hot desking, with a clear 
desk policy and and no paper filing. Paper 
is still printed by NewField IT employees, 
but it must be thrown away or scanned 
into the company's cloud-based DocuShare 
document management system when 
finished with. Any paper left on a desk at 
the end of the day is placed in a communal 
sin bin, from where it can be retrieved if 
necessary.
Social space. The fourth zone is shared 
space, such as a kitchen or break-out area.

New skills
Duckenfield argues that this style of 
office will become increasingly common 
in the future and that as technology 
advances and organisations’ use of data 

improves their need to print will decline. 
It is therefore essential for MPS providers 
to develop new skills and capabilities so 
that they are not limited to print but can 
address customers’ broader information 
requirements.

“(This approach) is already happening 
a lot in the enterprise. As with MPS when 
it first came out, it’s the enterprise that 
is embracing it first, as the bigger the 
organisation, the greater the benefit. We 
are already engaged with quite a few large 
corporates and multi-nationals that want 
to move in this direction. It is going to take 
time for this to percolate down to the SME 
and SMB level, but it will happen,” he said. 

“The use of paper will change radically 
over the next 5 years and MPS has got 
to change too. Gartner says it is going to 
phase out its Magic Quadrant for MPS and 
replace it with MCS – Managed Content 
Services. This is an opportunity for MPS 

providers, but only if they are change 
facilitators. If customers see that they 
are there to help them on this migration 
to more efficient working practices, with 
low real estate, high compliance and low 
risk, then they have to be change agents 
and that is not in the DNA of many of the 
equipment resellers in the market.”

MPS providers that make the transition 
might see less print revenue but, as 
Duckenfield points out, any decline in that 
area will be more than offset by additional 
service revenue.

“We have reduced paper by 34%, 
so we're not completely paperless, and 
we have had to invest in technology to 
make that happen: we have to have a 
document management system; we have 
to do integration to make that document 
management system work. If you can take 
customers through this change journey, 
there are new revenue opportunities to 
offset any reduction in print and you are 
going to radically change the relationship 
you have with your customer: this is not 
a three-year engagement, it is a much 
longer-term project,” he said.

Such has been the success of its Future 
of Work strategy that NewField is changing 
its focus both for trade and end user 
customers.

“Our focus now is on non-print revenue 
growth for our partners and trying to 
deliver them higher value clicks where you 
are not just getting revenue from the click, 
you are getting revenue from the services 
that go alongside that click or software,” 
Duckenfield explained. “And for our end 
user customers it's not just savings around 
print, it’s savings around time and space, 
making them go faster as a business, 
helping them be more compliant, helping 
reduce their back office overheads.”
www.newfieldit.com

...continued
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It’s fair to say that mere mention of 
the word ‘recruitment’ causes many 
business owners or sales managers to 
shudder.

Most view the entire recruitment 
process as a necessary, and continuous, evil 
that businesses must undertake in order 
to achieve short-, medium- and long-term 
business objectives. This is particularly true 
in sales, as sales people tend to be more 
transient and more driven by money than 
other types of employee.

Given that a business owner is 
unlikely to find employees with the same 
commitment to the business that they have, 
is it enough to rely on the ability of hiring 
managers to ‘read a book by its cover’ or 
could they achieve better results by making 
use of tools and services developed by the 
recruitment industry itself?

Here is my list of six recruitment tools 
that any IT reseller or copier dealer can 
use, in isolation or as part of a process, to 
improve their chances of finding the right 
person for the job.

1. Networking/LinkedIn has 
revolutionised the way in which decision-
makers are able to identify and approach 
potential candidates. Once the domain of 
head hunters, LinkedIn has become more 
accessible to the discerning social media 
user, facilitating discreet approaches and 
networking opportunities that were not 
previously possible. That said, good old 
fashioned conversations with people 
you know within the industry are just as 
effective. LinkedIn is an excellent tool 
for businesses of all sizes, but it is only a 
platform for making introductions; 80% of 
the recruitment process remains to be done.

2. Job Centre/Media Advertising was 
for many years the ‘go to’ solution for 
hiring. However, quality and quantity of 
applications are not guaranteed. Once 
you have sifted through applications to 
eliminate candidates who don’t have the 
technical skills needed to operate/prosper 

in the IT Reseller marketplace, you could be 
left with slim pickings. The process can be 
time consuming, it incurs costs, there is no 
guarantee of quality or success and, as with 
LinkedIn, it addresses just 20% of the entire 
recruitment process.

3. Job Boards are no longer just the 
preserve of professional recruiters. 
Affordable compared to media advertising, 
they let businesses send out ‘I’m Hiring’ 
alerts to individuals who are actively looking 
for a job. Today, so many well-known Job 
Boards are open to businesses that it can 
be difficult to know where to advertise. 
Utilising the services of multiple job boards 
will be expensive and managing advert 
responses and sifting through inappropriate 
responses can be time-consuming. There is 
still no guarantee that the ad will deliver a 
quality candidate and, once again, 80% of 
the process is still to go!

4. Fixed Fee Services grew up in the 
recession when recruitment companies 
needed innovative ways to stay competitive 
and viable. Typically, providers will 
advertise your vacancy across a number 
of job boards and then forward responses 
to you. In the recruitment industry, this 
is known as CV Mining. Add-on services 
might include CV Searching on Job Boards, 
but you will seldom receive qualified 
candidates and, while you will ordinarily 
be ‘guaranteed’ a repeat advert if you are 
unsuccessful first time, there is no 100% 
guarantee of success. Fixed Fee Services 
cost more than advertising on a single Job 
Board but your vacancy will be significantly 
more visible. Once again, they still leave 
80% of the recruitment process up to you.

Spencer Taylor outlines 
some of the tools business 
owners can use to improve 
recruitment success.

“If you think it's expensive to hire a professional, wait until you hire an amateur.”

Recruitment and the IT Reseller:
the renaissance of recruitment

5. Interview Outsourcing. Interviewing 
is an art form in itself. Everyone believes 
they are a great interviewer, but the truth is 
that once you have found candidates and 
arranged interviews, the hard part begins. 
It’s inevitable that if you have found a high 
quality candidate they will also be engaging 
with other companies and recruiters. It is 
important that the interview process reflects 
this. We’ve all seen Lord Sugar’s team on 
The Apprentice pull candidates apart; what 
we don’t see are the soft skills, sensitive 
approach and sales techniques that are 
imperative to attract and retain good 
candidates. Interviewing is a mine field and 
at a time of skills shortages, no one can 
afford to commit interview faux pas through 
lack of experience or employer arrogance – 
a common problem in corporate businesses. 
Sending hiring managers on interview skills 
training courses or attending one yourself 
is highly recommended. Alternatively, 
bring in an experienced interviewer: some 
Recruitment Companies offer this as a 
service.

6. Recruitment Consultancy is probably 
the last resort for SMEs and the go-to 
resource for corporates. Recruiters have 
access to all of the resources listed above 
and will offer a contingency-based ‘no 
hire, no fee’ solution. Costs can vary, but 
15-20% of first year salary is reasonable. 
There should also be a rebate period after 
hiring in case the chosen candidate turns 
out not to be right for your business. It’s 
important to read the terms of business 
and be comfortable with the recruitment 
firm you work with. Don’t be afraid to ask 
searching questions, and be prepared to 
answer searching questions in return! If 
your recruiter hasn’t asked you enough 
questions to establish the skills and cultural 
requirements of the job, long-term objectives 
and the compensation package on offer, 
they are just guessing when it comes to 
submitting CVs. For every great recruiter, you 
will come across four poor recruiters. Play 
the field! Remember, it costs nothing to use 
a recruiter unless you want to hire.

Don’t be 
afraid to ask 
searching 
questions, and 
be prepared 
to answer 
searching 
questions in 
return! 

Spencer Taylor is Director of Blackrock Search.  
He can be contacted on  07875 108999 or 01892 527054. 
uk.linkedin.com/in/spencertaylor1
www.blackrocksearch.co.uk
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Ignore the doom-mongers, the 
opportunity in the print market  
is huge. 

That is according to John Corley, the 
new president of Xerox Channel Partner 
Operations (CPO). At the launch of Xerox’s 
new ConnectKey devices, he pointed out 
that in North America and Western Europe 
the market opportunity in organisations 
with fewer than 1,000 employees is 
one trillion pages, 8 million unit sales of 
printers/MFPs and $40 billion expenditure 
on printing and technology services. 

“Xerox owns 20% of the market,” he 
said, “which means that there is 80% more 
to go after.”

Corley expects the channel to play an 
increasingly important role in capturing this 
business, as resellers take advantage of new 
opportunities in connecting & managing 
devices, service management, managed 
print services and workflow optimisation. 

“The indirect channel already 
contributes half of Xerox’s technology and 
revenue; by 2016 it will have grown to two 
thirds of its revenue because the market 
opportunity is huge,” he said.

“If you are a print-centric partner, the 
opportunity is to expand to an annuity-
based managed print service and/or supplies 
fulfilment service. These opportunities are 
going to augment their existing business 
model and go-to-market and they are going 
to be completely accretive. Conversely, if you 
are an IT sector partner, the opportunity is to 
expand into an annuity-based remote print 
service with security, mobility and document 
workflow as chargeable service items. 
These opportunities are going to be 100% 
accretive as well.”

Tony Clayton-Hine, vice president 
of CPO, added that Xerox aims to help 
partners succeed by making sure they have 

the right products to attract new 
customers.

“Our mission in CPO is to 
focus on ‘expand, connect and 
simplify’. How do we help partners 
in every route to market expand into 
new sources of profitable revenue by 
connecting Xerox technology and managed 
print with their unique solutions to help 
them not just penetrate and radiate their 
existing customer base but also acquire 
new customers.”  

She added: “Traditionally, 80% of 
revenue comes from existing customers, but 
with marginalisation/commoditisation of 
products and margin pressure on products 
and services, partners can’t grow without 
focusing on net new customers.”

To help them attract new customers and 
revenue streams, Xerox has made a number 
of enhancement to its product portfolio. 
These include:

New ConnectKey MFPs. Introduced 
one and a half year’s ago, the Xerox 
ConnectKey platform combines workflow 
integration with mobility and the cloud; 
built-in security; cost control; sustainability 
tools; an open API for integrating MFPs 
with software and systems; remote 
management; and serverless apps.

Xerox has now expanded its range to 18 
models with the addition of the Workcentre 
7970, a 70ppm colour A3 MFP with single 
pass duplex scanner; the WorkCentre 
5945/5955 A3 mono device (45/55ppm); 
and two A4 machines with 7in colour 
touchscreens, the WorkCentre 6655 colour 
MFP (36ppm) and the WorkCentre 3655 
mono MFP (47ppm).

Xerox App Studio. Building on the 
capabilities of ConnectKey, Xerox has 
enhanced both Xerox App Studio and its 
Personalised Application Builder programme.

Xerox App Studio is a web-based wizard 
that allows partners – 1,000 have signed 
up so far – to create their own apps in 
just a few simple steps. Xerox App Studio 
2.0 adds the option to scan to and print 
from Microsoft Office 365 and Dropbox so 
that a reseller can now create an app that 
connects an individual user to a Dropbox/
Office 365 account. With all credentials pre-
loaded, all the user has to do is enter their 
password at the device.

Personalised Application Builder 
(PAB). Announced in March, PAB is a 
set of print, IT integration and workflow 

Xerox launches printer-as-a-service payment plan as it 
focuses on new customer acquisition to drive growth 

The lure of the new

customisation tools, including but not 
limited to Xerox App Studio, that enables 
partners to personalise solutions to meet 
customers’ unique requirements and brand 
the solution under their own name. 

Xerox is encouraging resellers to use 
PAB to create their own library of fee-based 
applications and professional services. To 
help them do so, it has created a network of 
Xerox authorised developers who can design 
and develop solutions on their behalf.

Managed Print Services. As well as 
enhancing its basic MPS for SMEs (now 
called Xerox PageConnect) with new 
analysis and reporting tools and support for 
300 non-Xerox devices, Xerox has launched 
a new ‘printer-as-a-service’ plan for 
businesses with 10 or fewer print devices.

Initially only available in the US, the Small 
Office Savings Plan is a subscription service 
that provides customers with a free printer/
MFP and free servicing in return for a fixed 
monthly payment, starting at $59 per month. 
All money paid in goes into an account that 
the customer uses for purchasing supplies.

The programme covers solid ink devices 
and mid-range laser products. Payment 
plans are for one or two years, after 
which the customer can keep the printer. 
Subscribers can exit the programme at any 
time by buying or returning their devices.

Xerox says this programme is a win:win 
for customers and resellers. Customers 
don’t have to make a large layout for new 
printers, they have more predictable print 
costs and better account management; and 
resellers benefit from an expanded market 
for Xerox devices and better margins from 
finder fees and on-going supplies revenue, 
with all account management, servicing and 
supplies delivery managed by Xerox.
www.xerox.com

“Xerox owns 
20% of the 
market...

...which 
means there is 
80% more to 
go after”

Xerox : Small Office Savings Plan
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In October 2010, at Canon Expo 
in Paris Mr Shimizu, the then chief 
executive of Canon’s Inkjet Products 
Operations, told PrintIT categorically 
that “Canon will never challenge the 
existing laser market with inkjet”. 

When asked whether Canon was going 
to follow Epson's lead and launch an inkjet 
MFP to go up against laser devices,  
Mr Shimizu highlighted HP’s use of Canon 
technology in its laser printers and made 
it clear that Canon had no intention of 
disrupting that lucrative source of income. 

He said: “On the question of whether 
inkjet has the potential to penetrate the 
existing laser market, technically it could, 
but it’s unlikely from a business strategy 
standpoint. HP and Canon have more than 
50% share of the business market for 
laser printers. Why would we reduce that 
through inkjet sales? Fifty per cent is a big 
market share. What is the additional value 
in replacing laser with inkjet?”

This position made sense from Canon’s 
point of view, but when HP, an owner of 
inkjet technology but not laser, asked the 
same question it clearly came up with a 
different answer. 

Its introduction of inkjets that offer 
colour printing at twice the speed and 
half the cost of comparable laser devices, 
starting with the HP Officejet Pro series, 
then the Pagewide Officejet Pro X series 
and most recently HP Officejet Enterprise 
models optimised for managed print 
services, has already had a significant 
impact on sales, and this is likely to 
continue in the future.

Canon introduces Maxify range of business inkjets to 
complement the i-Sensys laser range not compete with it 

Canon enters  
business inkjet market

Speaking to PrintIT Reseller, Gary 
Tierney, head of HP's printing division in 
the UK and Ireland, said recently: “The 
Officejet Pro X was released last February 
(2013) and in calendar Q4 it got to 10% 
market share in the small work team laser 
segment. If it was its own vendor it would 
have been number four in the market. If 
we achieve our share goal in 2014, the 
Pro X on its own will be number two to HP 
LaserJet.”

No wonder Tierney describes the 
Officejet Pro X and Enterprise series as 
“really disruptive technologies that change 
the dynamic of the laser MFP market”. 

Epson, too, sees the disruptive potential 
of business inkjets. In addition to its 
growing range of printers and MFPs – 
expanded this month with the launch 
of the Epson Workforce Pro WF-8000 
series – it has developed new models 
specially designed for MPS providers. 
Thanks to extra large ink supplies of up 
to 75,000 pages per colour (compared 
to ink capacities of up to 10,000 pages 
on standard models), Workforce Pro 
Replaceable Ink Pack System (RIPS) devices 
have much lower servicing and support 
requirements and generate considerably 
less waste than other printers. For some 
customers, one set of ink sacks might be 
all they ever need.

Faced with growing sales of business 
inkjets, it was almost inevitable that Canon 
would at some point have to change 
strategy and compete in this segment of 
the market, so there was a lot of interest 
but little surprise when at the start of 
September Canon introduced a five-strong 
range of business inkjets marketed under 
the Maxify brand name. Significantly the 
new models were announced at a joint 
launch with new i-Sensys laser devices.

Mark Robinson, market business 
developer at Canon UK and Ireland, told 
PrintIT Reseller that Canon’s position 
now is to offer home office and business 
customers a choice of technologies. 

He said: “Our positioning statement is 
that we will offer choice across laser and 
inkjet including business inkjet in the form 
of the Maxify range. We are not going to 
prefer one over the other. The launch last 
week was a joint launch, which in itself 
was a different tack for Canon. We have 
a joint business proposition through two 
sub-brands – i-Sensys and Maxify.”

...Canon has 
been careful 
to clearly 
de-lineate its 
proposition.

Colour
There are five colour models in the 
range, four all-in-ones and one printer-
only (the Maxify iB4050).

Output
All offer print speeds of 23/15 ipm 
(mono/colour), auto duplex and PC-free 
wireless printing from mobile devices. 
The first page out time is 8 seconds.

Ink
All take high yield XL inks for lower 
running costs, with yields of 900 colour 
/ 1,200 mono pages (MB 2050/2350) 
or 1,500 colour / 2,500 mono pages 
(MB5050/MB5350/iB4050).

Paper handling
All all-in-ones have a 50-sheet 
automatic document feeder: the top 

of the range MB5350 has a duplex 
automatic document feeder for single-
pass, two-sided scanning/copying.

Paper capacity
MBx050 models have a paper capacity 
of 250 sheets from one tray; MBx350 
models and the iB450 have a paper 
capacity of 500 sheets from two trays.

Recommended print volume
The MB5050, MB5350 and iB450 
printer support monthly print volumes 
of 1,500 pages.

Prices
£159 for the Maxify MB2050
£189.99 for the Maxify MB2350
£209.99 for the Maxify MB5050
£319.99 for the Maxify MB5350
£159.99 for the Maxify iB4050

Maxify at a glance
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Mark Robinson, market business developer, 
Canon UK

As part of this positioning, Canon is 
drawing a distinction between its existing 
Pixma range, which Robinson describes 
as “photo lab quality printers for home 
use” and the new Maxify range, which he 
says is designed for higher volumes and 
document-based print runs. 

Like other business inkjets, Maxify 
models are faster – the current range has 
print speeds of up to 23/15 images per 
minute (mono/colour); cheaper to run, 
with a cost per colour page comparable 
to a low-end i-Sensys i.e. circa 5-7p 
(multipack purchase, depending on model); 
and more productive, thanks to business-
class features like single-pass, two-sided 
scanning on the Maxify 5350.

“Maxify has much higher ipms (images 
per minute) than Pixma: even printing in 
draft mode, a Pixma wouldn’t compete,” 
explained Robinson. “Pixma MX models 
have tried to fill the space of business 
inkjets and have done a good job, but if 
we take Maxify 5000 series models and 
compare them to the Pixma MX92, a) 
they are a lot quicker and b) they are 50% 
cheaper to run. We are trying to make sure 

HP expands business 
inkjet range 
HP has expanded its HP Officejet Pro range of 
business inkjets with two new models that can be 
purchased with an HP Instant Ink contract, combining 
low cost printing with the convenience of automatic 
supplies replenishment. 

Available from October and November respectively, the 
Energy Star-accredited HP Officejet Pro 6830 e-All-in-One 
(£129.99) and HP Officejet Pro 6230 ePrinter (£69.99) 
produce laser-like quality prints for up to 50% less than 
competitive colour laser printers. 

The new models offer faster print speeds and higher duty 
cycles, plus automatic two-sided borderless printing and a 
gesture-enabled colour touchscreen for greater ease of use.

Users can print securely and easily from smartphones, 
tablets, Internet-connected notebooks and PCs using HP 
wireless direct, HP ePrint, AirPrint, Android printing, Samsung 
inOS printing and Google Cloud Print.

Both models are eligible for HP Instant Ink, which enables 
customers to save up to 70% on the cost of Original HP Ink 
and enjoy automatic deliveries of replacement cartridges on a 
just-in-time basis.

Customers can choose one of three monthly price plans, 
starting at £1.99 a month. Customers pay for a set number 
of pages and receive automatic consumables deliveries at no 
extra cost. 
www.hp.co.uk  ·  www.hpinstantink.co.uk

What we say
Canon’s entry into the business inkjet market is overdue and Canon has some 
catching up to do. The big questions for customers are how does the cost per page 
compare with HP and Epson and how well do Maxify printers address the needs of 
business customers. Single-pass, two-sided document feeders on top end models 
are a recommendation, but the absence of an easily accessible draft printing mode 
on the model tested by PITR (the Maxify MB2350) is a strange oversight. There will 
also be question marks over Canon’s new ink. Businesses increasingly choose to 
print on both sides of the page, so ink must be fast-drying on normal office paper if 
productivity is not to be affected – particularly when devices are shared in a small 
workgroup. PITR feels there are improvements to be made in this area. It is far from 
certain that business inkjets will triumph over laser in the long run. Nevertheless, 
Canon’s entry into the space is another vote of confidence in the technology’s 
business credentials.

people understand that by buying into 
Maxify, the cost savings are much greater.”

A second major difference between the 
two brands, says Robinson, is the types 
of ink used, with Maxify using new Dual 
Resistant High Density (DRHD) ink.

“Maxify inks are brand new and built 
around a completely new system: they 
are single ink models,  they are pigment-
based and they are all XL cartridges, so 
they have much higher yields. The inks also 
have increased water resistance, so there 
is no bleed when you use a highlighter. 
That’s why we are positioning Maxify as a 
small office home office business product, 
whereas Pixma is firmly in the consumer 
photo printing space.” 

But what about i-Sensys laser 
products? How does Maxify dovetail with 
Canon’s laser range? 

Robinson says that Canon has been 
careful to clearly de-lineate its proposition. 
Maxify is for small office home office users, 
with 1-8 users who are after an entry-
level colour product costing £199-£299, 
whereas i-SENSYS is for businesses that 
have a preference for laser output, are 
printing higher volumes or are sharing 
devices amongst more users.

When it comes to mono printing, 
Robinson says that i-Sensys is the best bet 
every time.

“There are i-Sensys mono products 
going from sub-£150 all the way up to 
£499. We didn't see the point in bringing 
out an inkjet model that only offers mono. 
Canon’s heritage with i-Sensys is such 
that we want i-Sensys to remain our mono 
option,” he said.

The new printers will be sold through 
a number of channels, including retail, 
to meet the needs of small and home 
office users who value the convenience of 
shopping at a Staples, PC World or John 
Lewis, and via distributors and resellers 
operating in the IT and office sector, such 
as Misco, Insight and Beta Distribution.
www.canon.co.uk

HP Officejet Pro 6230
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www.blackrocksearch.co.uk t: 01892 527054

Blackrock Search is a Specialist 
Recruitment Provider of personnel 
into the Managed Print Solutions, 
Document Management and IT 
Reseller marketplace.

Our client portfolio ranges from  
start-ups, to established SMEs and 
Fortune 500 companies.

We have long standing relationships 
with our clients who know they can put 
their trust in us to find the right people 
for them.

We recruit across the following disciplines

Sales
n  Telesales, Pre-Sales, Field Sales, Technical Sales, Enterprise and  

Solution Sales, Production Print Sales, Sales Management

Consultancy
n  Contract and Services Managers, Solutions Architects, Bid Team,  

Facilities Managers, T&D Specialists, Project Managers

Technical
n  Service Engineers, Print Room Operations and Management

Outsourcing and Document Services

We also provide consultative support to business throughout the recruitment 
process including On Site Client Interviewing on Behalf of the Client

The Last Word
A new website for you 
If you like entering competitions make sure you visit our 
new website, www.printitreseller.uk. In addition to all the 
latest print-related news and in-depth features, you will 
find much else to entertain you, from competitions and 
questionnaires to product reviews and interviews with 
leading industry figures. Print will be the main focus, but 
in addition there will be articles on finance, recruitment, 
HR and other management issues to help you run your 
business more efficiently. Content will be provided by our 
growing team of writers, plus key industry commentators. 
There will also be opportunities for you to submit your 
own articles and press releases. The site will be updated 
on a daily basis so make sure you bookmark it now.

Our new website is what the web industry calls ‘fully responsive’, 
meaning that it incorporates the latest in mobile and tablet friendly 
technologies, delivering the highest level of user experience no 
matter what device you use. John Peters, Digital Editor, said: “We 
decided it is vitally important for us to make this investment in our 
website, enabling us to deliver an industry leading website that sets 
new standards for usability and information delivery.” 

n  Transform Europe 2014 Review: all the 
news from Photizo Group’s MPS conference

n  Printing and the planet: is sustainability 
still a selling point?

n  What your customers think of you:  
end user perceptions of the printer industry.

If you would like to contribute to these or any 
other articles, please contact James Goulding by 
email at james@printitreseller.uk

Simply tell us who this actor is 
(without using the internet) who 
has appeared in all these movies for 
the chance to win a fantastic Philips 
PicoPix PPX 3410 mini projector?

n  Raging Bull (1980) 
n  Once Upon a Time in 

America (1984) 
n Goodfellas (1990) 
n JFK (1991)

n A Bronx Tale (1993) 
n Casino (1995)

COMING SOON...

Win a Philips  
PicoPix mini projector Philips PicoPix PPX 3410   

This small and light pocket projector can 
easily be connected to various devices, 
an SD card or a USB stick to access 
your data. The addition of an integrated 
media player and embedded office 
viewer makes this PicoPix truly versatile.  

Simply email your answer along 
with  exactly what you would use 
a PICO mini projector for, should 
you win, along with your name, 
company name, contact details and 
address to:  
competition@printitreseller.uk

The prize draw will be held on the 05/11/14 and the winner will be the first correct 
entry pulled out of a hat. The winner will be notified by email.
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Top Distributors & Manufacturers 
                        and Key Diary Dates

01379 649200   www.midwich.com
At Midwich we have a passion for progress – 24/7 access to 
stock availability, product information, special offers, online 
ordering and your own trade pricing.

01932 580100   www.toshibatec.co.uk
Toshiba TEC UK Imaging Systems Ltd is a leading 
supplier of information technology and office 
equipment products ranging from printers and 
multifunctional systems to fax machines and digital 
document management products.

www.oki.co.uk
Oki manufactures innovative digital LED printers and 
multifunctional devices and provides smart managed 
document services to the channel.

www.ricoh.co.uk
In a nutshell, we are a total document and IT solutions 
provider. We offer a range of services tailored to your 
specific needs, from streamlining costs, to enhancing 
business processes and increasing staff productivity.

www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk
One of the world’s leading document output management 
companies, KYOCERA Document Solutions manufactures 
and markets monochrome and colour network printers, 
multifunctional products (MFPs) and a portfolio of software 
solutions.

www.brother.co.uk
Brother’s focus is on providing you with devices whose 
quality is unmatched by any other manufacturer. From 
our lasers and inkjets, to our A3, label and mobile 
devices, all our printers are built with both the customer 
and the environment in mind.

www.samsung.co.uk
As a truly global organisation with an extensive range 
of award-winning products and a firm commitment to 
eco-friendly practice, it should come as no surprise that 
we are ranked second in the world for A4 mono and 
colour laser printing. Our highly competitive product 
range meets all business needs across mono, colour, 
single-function and multi-function laser devices.

www.sharp.co.uk
Sharp make business equipment that is market leading 
and award winning this is why we keep innovating, to 
provide efficient reliable and cost effective solutions for 
our customers ever changing business needs.

www.lexmark.com
With our extensive understanding of technology and 
unique, industry-specific knowledge gained from devel-
oping custom output solutions for thousands of organ-
isations, Lexmark has the expertise to help you uncover 
hidden opportunities in your output environment and 
implement strategies and processes to streamline the 
flow of information in your business

01908 547980   www.olivetti.com
Olivetti, established in 1908, is widely acknowledged 
as Europe’s leading office products manufacturer.

Olivetti’s extensive product portfolio provides its 
dealer network with a full complement of innovative 
solutions includes award-winning  business colour and 
mono MFPs, desktop printers, tablets and laptop PCs, 
educational whiteboards, retail and hospitality Cash 
register and  EPOS systems and solutions for banking 
and finance document and signature management.

0871 973 3000   www.ingrammicro.co.uk
Ingram Micro is the world’s largest technology distributor and 
the number one distributor for print in the UK, offering and 
supporting the broadest portfolio of hardware, supplies and 
print solutions.

0118 912 6000   www.westcoast.co.uk
Westcoast Ltd established for over 25 years distributes leading 
IT brands to a broad range of Resellers, Retailers and Office 
Product Dealers in the UK.

N: (01282) 776776   S: (01256) 707070    
www.exertismicro-p.co.uk
Welcome to Exertis Micro-P a true value-added IT 
Distributor dedicated to helping you grow your business.

0844 980 0377   www.dsales.eu
DSales (UK) Ltd is the exclusive UK distributor for the 
DEVELOP range of digital multifunctional devices, 
supplying through a national network of independent 
office equipment dealers. Based in West Yorkshire, DSales 
are entirely independent and have grown rapidly to 
become the largest DEVELOP distributorship in the world.0871 222 3844    www.exertisadvent.co.uk

Based at our purpose built distribution centre in Elland, West 
Yorkshire we are a specialist trade only distributor of printer 
supplies and data storage media.

01256 788 000    www.techdata.co.uk
Tech Data is one of the leading distributors of IT, 
communications, consumer electronics products and services in 
the UK. We offer our customers specialist support in key areas 
of the market, underpinned by exceptional product choice.

020 8296 7066    www.northamber.com
Northamber is the longest established trade-only distributor 
of IT equipment in the UK. Since 1980, Northamber has been 
your partner in IT distribution. Today we are widely recognised 
as the largest UK owned trade-only distributor in our industry.

@MidwichLtd    

@OKIUK    

@KYOCERADUK  

@brother_UK    

@IngramMicroUK    

@Westcoast_UK    

@ExertisMicroP    

@DevelopUK    

@Northamberplc    

@ExertisAdvent

@Tech_Data

0844 980 8000    www.voweurope.com
VOW is the UK and Ireland’s leading wholesaler of business 
products, distributing over 24,000 products from its three 
automated distribution centres in England and Ireland to 
over 4,000 resellers and customers.

020 7531 2828    www.betadistribution.com
Beta Distribution is one the UK’s fastest growing ‘trade only’ IT 
Distributors with a portfolio of over 8,000 products. Including 
Consumables, Audio Visual, Data Storage, Hardware, Photo and 
Office Products. Knowledgeable Account Managers, consistently 
competitive pricing and high services levels make Beta the 
supplier of choice for over 2,000 Resellers monthly.

October 2014

07 – 08 : Olympia, London

Office* Show  
www.officeshow.co.uk

08 – 09 : Excel, London

IP Expo Europe  
www.ipexpo.co.uk

20 – 22 : Prague

Transform Europe 
2014  
europe2014.photizogroup.com

November 2014

27 – 28 : Olympia, London

Business Start-Up 
Show  
www.bstartup.com
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small title

You wouldn’t build your  
house on dodgy foundations,  
so why risk it with 
your business?

The benefits of switching to grey or re-manufactured products may save you money in the 
short term, but you run the risk of damaging your business in the long term. 

•  Sending sub-standard products to your customers 
will damage your reputation and could lose them 
forever.

•  Converting your customers to Re-Mans opens them  
up to a new world of cheap alternatives which you 
cannot control.

•  Unstable pricing may cause issues with your 
customers and may lead to you losing business 
through over-priced stock.

•  Inconsistent supply may mean you let down your 
customers through no fault of your own.

•  As a business you may not be earning extra rebate 
through reseller programs which many vendors run.

Why Westcoast for 
your supplies?

• Assurance - Guaranteed genuine supplies 
•  Recognition when you purchase – as an authorised 

distributer you will get vendor rebates and specific 
pricing support

•  Financing to suit your needs – range of financial  
solutions

•  Your products are in safe hands – 99.98% picking 
accuracy 

Win 250 rebrandable USB credit cards by visiting Westcoast’s Printin portal – 
the home of print and supplies resources www.westcoastprintin.co.uk/printit
Terms and conditions apply
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